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AoSTRACT 

The impedance of single crab muscle fibres was determined 

with microelectrodes over t~e frequency range 1 c/s to 10 kc/s. 

Care was taken to analyze, reduce and correct for caFacitative 

artifact. The impedance of the fibre was analyzed using linear 

cable theory, tne accuracy of wbich is discussed. The equivalent 

circuit of the fibre distributed admittance is found in most 

cases to have two capacitances, each in series with resistance, 

and a resistive shunt. In just two fibres only one capacitance 

shunted by a resistance was found. In several fibres there was 

evidence of a third very large capacitance. 

rhe values of the elements of the equivalent circuit depend 

on which of several equivalent circuits is chosen. The .circuit 

considered most reasonable in the light of the anatomical 

evidence consists of two parallel branches: a resistance R in e 

series with a capacitance Ce; and a resistance Rb in series with 

a parallel combination of the resistance R and the capacitance C • m m 

The average circuit values for this model are R = 21 ohm-cm2 ; 
e 

Ce = 47 ~F/cm2 ; Rb = 10.2 ohm-cm2 ; Rw = 173 ohm-cm
2

; Cm= 9.0 ~F/cm2 • 

The relation of the equivalent circuit to the fine structure 

of crab muscle is discussed. R and 
m 

r 
~ m are attributed to the 



sarcolem:na; C , to the s'lrcot ubu lar sv~tem; and Rb and R , 
e · e 

to the amorpho~s m3teri~l foJnd around crab fibre s . Sstima~es 

of act l.a l surf;lce area of the sarcolemma and sarcot;.~bular system 

shvw that the average circuit vaLues 3re co~sistent wit~ the 

dielectric propert1es of predominantly lipid ~embranes. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The low frequency capacitance of muscle fibres as 

~easured with intracellular electrodes is quite large, ranging 

from 8 ~F/cm2 in frog (Fatt ·& Katz, 1951) to 40 ~F/cm2 in 

crab (Fatt & Katz, 1953a; Atwood, 1963). It is difficult to 

'ccount for theee large values of capacitance assuming 

reasonable dielectric properties of a predominantly lipid 

sarcolemma. Recently, the large value of capacitance in frog 

muscle has been explained by attributing the greater part of 

it to the sarcotubular syete~ (falk & Fatt, 1964), the 

structure of which is reviewed in Porter, 1961, and 

franzini-Armstrong, 1964. It seemed of interest to see if 

the much larger cafacitance of crab muscle could also be 

attributed in greater part to the sarcotubular system (first 

investigated by Veratti, 1902, with the light microscope; 

more recently by Peachey & Huxley, 1964, with the electron 

microscope). 

rne separation of the total capacitance of a muscle 

fibre into two parts, one attributed to the surface membrane, 

the otner to the sarcotubular system, de~ends on the presence 

of a resistance in series -ith one part, or on the existence of 



clltterent HC products if both c~pacitanc~s are in series with 

resistance. If either of these conditions is fulfilled, the 

paaaiv~ electrical propdrties of the fibre will reveal the 

existence of two capacitances. 

The passive properties of a linear system can most 

~~tlsfactorily be studied by measuring the impedance of the 

~yatem to sinuisoidal currents of different frequencies; that 

la, by measuring the relative aagnitude and phase of the 

current and voltage over a range of frequencies. The 

difficulties of separating different time constants make 

measurements of thd transient response of a linear system less 

satisfactory. A detailed analysis of the relative merits of 

transient and frequency response methods in the determination of 

the number and size of the time constants of a linear system 

leads Lanczos (1957, p. 279) to conclude that the difficulty 

with transient response methods "lies not with the manner 

of evaluation (of the time constants from the experimental data) 

but with the extraordinary sensitivity of the exponents {that 

is time constants) and amplitudes to very small changes of 

the data, which no amount of ••.• statistics could remedy. 

The only remedy would be an increase of accuracy to limits which 

are f~r beyond the possibilities of our present measuring devices". 

(Comments in b~ac~ets added). In view of this analysis the 

measurement of f!·equency response seemed the best way to determine 

the equ1valent circuit of crab muscle. 
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Measurements of i~pedance were made over a wide 

frequency range. The qualitative features of the data showed 

that the equivalent circuit of most crab fibres contained two 

capacitances. each in series with resistance. Values of the 

circuit elements were obtained from the best fit of such an 

equivalent circuit to the experimental d~ta. Finally, the 

different forms of the equivalent circuit and the values of 

the circuit elemente are discussed in rel~tion to the fibre 

structure. 
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Chapter 2. 

THEORY. 

Linear Circuit Analyaie. 

·rhe system under consideration is treated as linear and 

passive: linear since the values of the circuit parameters are 

independent of potential and current; passive since the only 

internal voltage source is constant and can be subtracted from 

all observed potentials. The theory of systems which fulfill 

these requirements is based on the representation of currents 

3nd voltages by complex numbers. The theory is valid for 

excitations of arbitrary form but the derivation of the system 

properties for the general case depends on the use of Laplace 

transforms (Kuo, 1962). Our deriv~tion is restricted to 

sinuisoidal excitations although the results are in fact Talid 

for any excitation if the 'purely im3~nary frequency variable 

jw (where j = ~) is replaced by the complex frequency 

variable s = v + jw and the complex currents and voltages are 

interpreted as the Lapface transforms of the physical currents 

and voltages. 

fhe response of any linear passive system to a 

sinuisoidal excitation is sinuisoidal with the same frequency 

11 



me the excitation after transients have died away. Any 

current or voltage in the system can then be written as 

{ . ~ ·w-t] 
v<.t)::. v~ C.05 (cvt + ¢) ~ 1? .. v ... el- e~ 

where t is time; · , and ~,are the phase differences of 

voltage and current from some reference, and Ref J · 
denotes the real part of the complex quantity in the brackets. 

If we split off the time dependence (which is the same everywhere 

in the system) by defining a complex voltage V and complex 

current I as 

I = 1 ... ~;.¢' 
then the physical voltage and currents are given by 

V(t) : l?ef V-e}..,i"} 

t(t) Re[I ei-..,j 

12 

(2) 



·rhe physical currents and voltages are hardly ever needed in 

circuit analysis since the ratios of various complex currents 

and voltages contain all the information usually of interest 

(i.e. the relative phase and magnitude of the physical 

quantities). rhe ratio of complex voltage to complex current 

is a frequency dependent complex quantity called impedance Z , 

whose real part is the effective (equivalent) resistance R, 

and whose ima~inary part is reactance X 

z y_ 
I 

Ratios of volta~e to volt3ge and current to current as well 

as their reciprocal quantities can also be defined. The 

reciprocal of impedance is another complex quantity called 

admittance Y, with real part conductance g and imaginary part 

suscepta~ce b 

Y- I --z -
It is important to note that the effective resistance is not the 

reciprocal of the conductance. The relations between the real 

and imaginary 
I Y= --z 

p~s of the a~~ittance and 

. b- I 4- + ~ - -~-.... -;.~~ 

-x 
b- "R~. + x~ 

impedance are given by 

13 

(5) 

(6) 
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rhe impedance of each of the common circuit elements 

~-ft be ~oflned by writing its current-voltage relation in 

ctctllp.lex form. ·rhe impedance of a resistor of r ohms is then 

real, independent of frequency and equal to r; the impedance 

ot a capacitor C is purely imaginary (i.e. purely reactive), 

trequ•ncy dependent and equals 

. -a: 
wC 

It can be shown that the complex currents, voltages, 

.ad impedances all obey Kirchoff's and OO.'s laws. The 

~nalysia of the response of a network to an arbitrary excitation 

la then carried out as for a d.c. circuit except complex 

·tuanti ties are used. (The discussion above is presented in 

d•tail in a number of electrical engineering textbooks: 

8.g. futtle, 1958; Le Page & Seeley, 1952; or Guillemin, 1953). 

Cable Theory 

It is necessary to use cable theory since current 

applied to the muscle fibre p~sses along the internal resistivity 

of the fibre before it crosses the fibre membrane; in other 

words, the current applied produces a potential drop across 

the internal resistance of the fibre as well as the membrane. 
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Figure 2.1 

The Muscle Fibre Treated as a Linear Cable 

r . , the internal resistivity, andy, the complex distributed admittanc~, 
~ 

refer to the properties of a very small length of the muscle fibre; they 

~re incremental quantities. 
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rhtt rnembrane admittance is said to be distributed along the 

lOternal resistance. The fibre may be represented as a 

linear (one dimensional) cable if as a flrst approximation 

tho potenti3l at any disb.nce along the fibre axis is assumed 

to be the same throughout the fibre interior. (The validity 

of this assumption in examined in Chapter 4: Results). It 

is also useful to assume that there are no potential drops in 

the external medium. This assumption can be tested and is found 

to be adequate as long as the source of current is not too 

focal. Figure 2.1 shows the circuit of the linear cable 

incluJing both assumptions. x is the distance along the fibre 

axis • r. is the internal resistivity per unit length. y is 
1 

the complex admittance between inside and outside per unit 

length (called the distributed admittance). 

l'he steady state response of this model to sinuisoidal 

excitation is known (Lef·age & Seeley, 1952). ror current I 

applied at x : 0 and potential V(x) measured at x (chosen 

positive), and assuming the fib~e to be lon~ enough so that 

there is neither current flow nor potential change at the ends, 

the transfer impedance Z(x) is 

where 

V(..x) 

I 

17 

(7) 

(8) 
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·rhe parameter r is discussed in the Appendix to Chapter 4 : 

rtesults. In these experiments potential was usually measured 

close to the point ~here current was applied. For that 

case (7) becomes 

(9) 

An expression relating the effective lumped resistance aad 

reactance (R and X) with the distributed conductance and 

susceptance (g and b) can be derived by substituting 

y z g + jb into (8) and takin8 real and imaginary parts 

( 10). 

R= 

-X 

I~ is important to realize that equation (10) contains 

two physically distinct sets of variables: R and X, which refer 

to the total impedance seen by a source of current at 

x = 0 (the ratio of potential at x = 0 to the current applied 

there) and g and b, which refer to the admittance of an 



element of fibre membrane (the ratio of the potential acrose 

that element of membrane to the current throu~h it 1. 

fhe physical difference bet~een these two sets of 

parameters can be seen if one compares the effect of a 

resistance H in ser~es ~ith the entire current flowing throu~h 
s 

the cable with the effect of a resistance rb in series with 

each element of the cable (see rigure 2.2). The effect of 

placing a resistance in series with all the current would be 

simply to add the positive real constant R to the i~pedance z. s 

At any frequency the only effect ~auld be to increase the 

e ffective resist3nce by R • If a plot were made of X vs. rt 
s 

the curve ~ould be displaced by R but its shape would not be 
s 

chan~ed. On the other hand, the addition of a distri~uted 

I 

r·esistance r b in series \lfith the admittance y = g -+- jb 

produces a ch~nge which is frequency dependent (since in 

I I ) general both ~ and b are frequency dependent • r'he admittance 

y = g + jb of an element of membrane consisting of resistance 

' in series with y is 

~~ (' + rb~') + 

(I + rbct )"l. + 

b-

19 

( ll) 
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Figure 2.2 

T~o Kinds of Series Resistance 

A: the entire fibre impedance in series with the 

resistance R • 
8 

B: the distributed admittance y• in series with the 

distributed resistance rb. 

All quantities except R refer to a very small length of 
s 

fibre. 
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rhe addition of a distributed resistance h~s two effects on a 

plot of X vs. R: first, there is ~ chan~e in the shape of the 

curve; secondly, tif the model for y contains no induct3nces ) 

at very hi~h frequencies the capacit3nces in y have ne~ligible 

impedance and the entire pot~ntial drop acrose the fibre 
..!.

~,., u •vr .. ·'-R u. 
1\ 

~embrane is developed across rb. Thus, ~t very hi~h frequencies 

a plot of X vs . R must bend down to give a pure resistance. 

The only mea.sul'ement made here with x ~ 0 ar~ those of 

the d.c. sp~ce constant • 7\ is found by setting b = 0 

( the renctance o f any linear passive circuit is zero at zero 

fre quency ) in (8): 

c \ 

( 12 ) --

;~ote that 1/ g is i dentical with the total d.c. resistance of the 

J istributed admittance y; it is not necessarily identical with 

~ , the resistance of the plasma membrane. Measurements with 
m .,T "o"' - ~ro -(' ('fl•Jil V>C.. iPS 

' r. 
finite electrode separation ''req:Jire the use of a more complicated 

f ormula (equation 3, p. 72 in FalK & Fatt, 196.~ ). Such 

measurements are not presented here. 

r he basic metnod of this investigation C3n now be seen. 

,: mpedance measu.cements were rt\.•ide over .'l wide range of frequencies 

a nd a network for y chosen which fit the observed data. ln order 



to choose a network for y different plots of the impedance 

data can be used. Ph=tse and magnitude, or resistance and 

reacta nce can be plotted against log frequency ( sometimes 

called the Bode plot: Bode, 1945) or r eactance can be plotted 

against resistance (called the Cole-Cole plot: Cole and Cole, 

1941). The latter plot is particularly useful in revealing 

the qualitative features of the impedan~e function because 

mathematically it i s the plot ( 'mapping') used to sho~ the 

behaviour of a complex function (here Z) of a real variable 

(w) (see Churchill, 1960}. Although the explicit dependence 

f D X f . . . th. 1 \ i-tt\~ f ti o n and on requency 1s not g~vcn 1n ~s p ot, ac 1n orma on 

is lost since any impedance function is specified (~ithin a 

s cale factor) if a relation bet·.,een two of its variable is 

given (see Bode, 19~5. and Tutt l e, 1958, for proofs and 

discussion for l umped circuits; s ee Macdonald and Brachman, 1956, 

for a general discussion of the physical significance of these 

relations and a proof that they hold for distributed linear 

passive systems ) . In practice, the scale factor is set bJ 

labelling some point of the impedance locus ~ith the corres-

ponding fre quency. 

The other plot used, tha t of phase vs. log frequency, 

has two advantages: it is sensitive at relatively low frequencies 

to changes in values of circuit parameters and it shows random error 

most clearly (since experimentally a direct measu~ement is made 
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of phase, not H or A). The p~ots of resistance, m3~nitude of 

~mpedance, or reactance against lo~ frequency were found to be 

less useful since they were relatively insensitive to model 

or parameter changes. 

Simple iibre Model. 

In a simple model of the fibre y is taken to be a 

capacitance in p~allel with the membrane resista~ce r 
m 

(Fig. 2.3). 'rhe expression for the real and imaginary parts 

of the admittance are then 

(13) 

b:. w CWl 

The d.c. space constant is 

( 14) 

and the input resistance 

(15) 

Fieure 2. 3 shows the shape of the impedance locus for this 

~odel (Cola L ~aaar, 19il). It should be noted that the shape of 
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Figure 2.3 

The Impedance Locus ot the Simple Fibr~ Model 

· The impedance locus ot th~ circuit in the upper right hand corner is shown. 

The circuit elements are identified for use in the text. The scales are 

given in terms o! Rin' th~ d.c. resistance. The solid 45° line represents 

the line approached at high frequencies by the impedance plots of all 
. 

circuits without a distributed series resistance. 
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this curve is independent of the actual values of the par~meters 

c , r , and r .• This can be seen by writing the equations (13) m m 1 

in dimensionless form. 

ca. r~ = I 

b rW\::: -v 

where the scale factor r is set by the input resistance, and 
m 

Simple Distributed Resistance Model. 

Another model is that in which the circuit element of the 

simple model·is in series with a resistance (Fig. 2 .~ ) . This 

distributed resi Gtance makes the impedance at infinite frequency 

purely resistive. The admittance of this model is given by 

( 1 + r-) + ""A r 
(' + r)"l.-+- "'Y>~ r~ 

where the dimensionless variables 

+ 
(' + r)"l. + lJ

4 r~ 

r. . 
-.) 

v=wr~~~"c~ 

r"" • 

have been used. The shape of this locus is seen t o depend on 

27 

( 16) 
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rigure 2.4 

The Impedance Loci of the One Time Constant. Distributed Resistance Model 

The impedance loci of the circuit in the upper rieht hand corner are shown. 

Circuit elements are defined for use in text. fhe 45° line represents the 

limiting high frequency locus of the circuit for rb = 0 ; i.e. in the 

ahsence o: distributed resista~ce. The lqrge numbers under the abcissa 

gi ve the value of R / H. for each curve. where R , the infinite freqyency oo 1n oo 

resi st~nce, equals 0.5 (rbri)*. !he small numbers on both axes give the 

scales i n terms of R .. 
1n 
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on~y one parameter r = rb/rm• the s~ale factor rm being set by 

the input resistance 

The space constant for this model is given by 

1 l/~ 
7\ = . [r..,;c: r. J 

Two Time ~onstant Model. 

Another model of the fibre is shown in Fig. 2.5. In 

3ddition to the two parallel paths formed by r and c as in m m 

(17) 

(18) 

the simple models. there is a third path through the resistance 

r and capacitance c • The inside-outside admittance of this 
e e 

model is ~iven by 

I+ v~ 

using the dimensionless variables 

• c c"' 
Ce 
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fwo fime Cvnst3nt, Jistributed ~esistance Model. 

The circuit for this model is shown in Fig. 2. 6 . This 

model 1s the only one which adequately fits ·all the impedance 

loci observed. It is s ornewh3t mor e complicated than the two 

time constant model, but this complication is required by the 

experimental data. The real and imaginary parts of the 

admittance of this model are 

D 

br""' ( 20) 

with 

~here the dimens ionless variables 
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Figure 2.6 

An Impedance Locus for th~ r~o Time Constant, Distributed Resistance Model 

An impedance locus of the circuit s hown in the upper ri~h t ha nd corner is shown. 

The locus was calculated for the circuit values C /C ~ 1. 5 ; R / R = 2 . 7 ; m e m e 
-2 -13 

Rb/Rm = 2 .4 x 10 ; ce/ri = 7 . 2 x 10 F/ ohm. The impedance loc us ~ould 

approach the 45° line through the origin if the distributed serles t·esi s tan c e 

rb were no t present. Sca l es gi ven in terms of R. • R , the infinite 
l.n <D 

fre quen cy r esistanc e e ~uals 0 . 5 (rbri )*. 
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v = cv c e. re. · 
.) 

are used. 

I t is instructive to examine the behaviour of this model 

at high frequencies. !he high frequ~ncy limiting properties of 

the distributed admittance 3re 

---.,..~~ ~ 0 j 
~c. .... Jb 

(neglected terms differ by factors of w2 ). 

.56 

The corresponding limited behaviour of the lumped impedance 

is 

R-
'I -a. 

il ( r .. r .. ) = 7?_, 

-X 

Jn other words the resistance remains constant at high 

frequencies ~hile the reactance decreases in 1nverse proportion 

to the f requency. The impedance locus in the X/~ plot should 

then at-preach the real axis at an an~le of 90°. fhis behaviour 

i s in marked contrast to th~t of the models without distributed 
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resistance, '"'here a similar 3.nalysis o f high frequency behaviour 

shows th~t che impedance locus ~t hiR~ frequencies coincides 

·~ith a 45° line dr<t~n through the o.t·i~in ( Falk & Fatt, 1964) . 

Furthermore, in t he model with distributed resistance it is 

clear th3t the an~le between the real axis and a line drawn 

from t he origin to a point on the impedance locus ( the phase 

an~le / must pass through a maximum and then decrease to zero. 

~his can be s een analytically s ince a t high frequency 

Other Two rime Constant, Distributed rtesistance Models. 

It is a ba s ic property of impedance functions that the 

3ynthesi s yroblem (the 9robl em of finding a net~ork with a ~iven 

i mpedance function ) does not h3ve ~ unique solution. There are 

many ci r cui ts with an i mpedance function id~ntical ~i th t hat of 

the above model. rhese circuits may be classified into those 

with the minimum number of circuit elements ~nd those ~ith more 

t~~n the minimum number of c ircuit elements. 

Lnly one ot~er equi valent cir cuit ~ith the minimum number 

of ciLcuit elements is ~s~d h~re (s~e Fig . 2 . 7 for t he circuit 

and the 1dentification of varlables). The admit tance vf this 

:n.:>del is 
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Figures 2 .7, 2.8. 2.9 
E"~v;v~l e.v. t 

'rhree Di fferent bien miaian:aat Put•t•n=e Circuits 

The equations for these c1rcuits are given in the 

text. The symbols in the figure i dentify the 

circuit elements. 
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!"ig . 2.7 

----.-- c, 

Fig. 2.8 

Fig. 2.9 

r't 

r, 



~t) 
--v"'"r -v~r..,.,c~ r; +~+I + f3 r:~ 

I ""'v~ ~ + r.,.]-..+ ,,;'-r~ c-.. ( ~~" r .. 

(21) 

+"} \) rc 
+ :~i [1 + r..,J~-+ ""l> .... r ... c ... ( ~r 

r~ ~~ 

where 

It is useful to ~ive the circuit parameters of the model 

shown in fi~. 2.7 in terms of the circuit para~eters of the 

model shown in fir,. 2.6. The solution to this problem is not 

unique since the d.c. p,th across the circuit may be made to 

shunt either the larger oc smaller capacitance. The 

~athema t ical re~son for this ambiguity is discussed in Appendix 1 

to this chapter wh~re the equivalenc~ relations are derived. 



This ambiguity does not occur in circuits where the infinite 

frequency resistance is all locat ed in one circuit element. The 

values of the circuit elements in a model like th~t shown in 

Fi g . 2 .6 are thus well det ermined. 

The equiva lence rela tions a r e 

r"l. = 

c~-

-I-t (H.,.- H,) rb 

rb l-+ .~ ( 1-1 ~- 11 , ) 

r-b H. ( H,.- H.) 

o\, Gf~[H, H~- H, (<.(,+<ll~ +~.c4;) 

~ 

- [H. H~- 1-t, <..~ ... ~.:'I + i· ~,.] 

41 

(22) 
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wnere 

13 r~ c ~ -t- r 'rl\ c W\ + r )IYt c e 

A == r""' r~ cW\ c~ -------
-D ~ ,fD-;).-'iEF 

'lF 

D (23) 

f ne o ther se t o f equiv~lcnc e re~ations (for the shunt on 

t~~ 0th~r capHClta~ce ) can be founJ s imply hy interchanging ~2 
:1nd H

1 
i n ( 22) . 



The t~o c1rcuits with more than the minimum number of 

circuit elements which are of interest are shown in Fig. 2.8 

~nd rig. 2 .9. In . each C3se one of the resistive shunts on the 

capacitance is redundant. The equations relating the circuit 

values of the model shown in Fig. 2.8 with those of the model 

in rig. 2.7 are 

r(l 

Ce.. 

. rm --

K.4- (t-a..) J" 

1< D, 

a...."J+L 

L 

?.. 
-( Cl.J + L) 

(24) 
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.'Jith 

t\ = 

J= 
L =-

l-1 ( D,- N,) ( D,- N,.) 
D, (D, -~) 

H N, N~ 

D, D~ 
H (Q,.- tv,)( 9,.. -N,) 

t>~ \O:l- Q) 

- B ~ -J Bl.-'-#A 

.G = c, c.'].. r, r::l Yl 

. B = ~ c, + r~c.l. + c, (r~-+ v-3) 

Finally, the value of r (which must be known independently) 
ce 

f ' ca n b~ ~sed · t o determine the pa rameter a (used in equations 

( 24) ) 

l - a.. 
~K rce(Krc.e.+~) 

). rc.~ J 
\( 

J-..J 
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These equations are ambiguous in that the symmetry of the circuit 

shown in Fi g . 2.8 makes the two pa rallel branches . indisting-

uishable. 

'rhe circuit values of the model shown i n Fig. 2.9 can 

easily be derived from those shown in Fig. 2.6 since both rb 

and em are unchanged by the presence of r2 • That is, 

Physically, this is reasonable since the high frequency behaviour 

o f either circuit is unaffected by the other circuit elements. 

fhe equations giving the other values are 

r3 (13/r..,JI 

~ 
r.~ r""' -
r~+ r~(t-~) ( 25) 

c, c-.(: r._-\- r~(.l-/S)~~ 
r. ~ 
"" 

where ~ is ~iven ( in terms of the independently known parameter 

I - (3 = _ r ._.,.,., + r ~ -,J r:: + 'i r~ r4 

?. r.,.. r-~ 
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4 

Curve Fitting Methods·. 

An attempt was ma~a to fit the observed impedance loci using 

the methods of Falk & Fatt (1964). Each of the approximations 

used there presented difficulties here. The low frequency plot 

was unreliable because of the presence of a very low -!requenc7 

dispersion. The high frequency plot was applicable at only 

t.he very highest frequencies and thus was quite tinaccurate. 

The m~d-frequenc)' approximation to the shape of the curve waa 

not applicable because of the particular parameter values of 

crab fibres. Finally, the strong interaction of the various 

parameters prevented the refinement of inaccurate values b)' 

aucceasiYe approximation. It was thus necessary to develop 

another curve fitting technique. 

The principle or the technique developed vaa to choose 

circuit parameters so that the deviation of the theoretical curve 

from ~he obserYed points waa minlmized. The deviation vas defined 

as the sum of the squared deviations from each experimental _point. 

The most satisfactory fits vere found if the theoretical curve 

was fitted simultaneously to the phase characteristic and the 

X/R plot. (The reason for this is that the phase characteristic 

is particular!)' sensitive to small parameter changes.) The 

function minimized was 



t [ ct~[l?~:.-
l =, 

where 

k is the number of experimental observations (tho number of 

frequencies at which impedance measurements were taken). 

i represents the ith observation, made at frequency fi. 

R~~;, -~~~~· and P~~~ are the resistance and reactance (in kohaa) . 
and phase (in degrees) measUred at frequency fi' respectively • 

. (i) (i) (i) 
R 1, -X 1, and P 1 are the resistance, reactance, and pha8e ca ca ca 

(same units aa above) calculated at frequenc1 ri, respectivel1• 

ai, bi, ci are the weights assigned to the resistance, reactance, 

and phase measureaents made at frequency fi' respectively. 

(Absolute rather than relative deviation is minimized since the 

randoa error was felt to be relatively independent of frequency) 

An electronic digital computer {The London University 
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Atlas) waa used to compute and minimize the function defined above. 

(26) 



Library Routine 970, written by D.C. Cooper !tn'd D.J. McConalogue 

using the method of Rosenbrock (1961) and McCon&logue and 

Strickland (1963), found the miniau. reasonably quickl7, provided 

none of the parameters were too near zero. The program waa 

checked by using different step lengths, initial values. and 

accuracies of minimization. The major diffic·ulty with thia 

method is that it cannot distinguish between aysteaatic and 

random errors. The choice of the weights could compensate for 

this difficulty to some extent. Because relatiyel7 aaall changea 

in circuit parameter values (eaJ 15 per cent) produced large 

changes in the fit of the curve, it is felt that the P-rameter 

values are· w•ll determiped by the impedance·aeaaurementa, to an 

accuracy of about fifteen per cent. 

A version of tbia program, written in Extended Mercury 

Autocode (EMA) ia presented in Appendix 2 of this chapter. 
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APi·E:~JIX l TO Ci-iAf'rER 2. 

Jerivation of the Equivalent Helations. 

The conventional method of finding the relations bet~een 

circuit values in potentially equivalent circuits involves the 

simultaneous solution of several equations, usually those 

descr i bing the infinite frequency and zero frequency behaviour of 

the circuit, and those describing the time constants of response 

to a step function of applied current or voltage (Starr, 19}8). 

Since these equations are usually quadratic. the mathematical 

difficulties in fin1ing the simultaneous solution are formidable. 

Another method of developing equivalence relations is given here. 

If the impedance function is regarded as kno~n, the problem 

of findin~ the equivalence relations reduces to the problem of 

s ynthesizing a network of given configuration from a known 

i mpedance function. '£his is a problem similar to those handled 

in the theory of networK synthesis and so the methods developed 

i n Tuttle (1958 ) .,.,, ~.,illemin (lij)C,Z) can be used. The basic 

a pproach is to synthesize part of the net•..tork from the given 

impedance function and then remove that part of the circuit. The 

remaining circuit is synthesized one part at a time, each time 

removin~ the part just synthesized. This process of synthesis and 

remova l is continued unt i l the entire network is synthesized. By 



using different standard ('canonic •·) forms for realizing 

(synthesizing) each part of the circuit, almost any configuration 

can be built up. For example, one way of synthesizing tbe 

circuit in Fig. 2.7 (not the method used below) is by first 

.using the parall~l branch canonic form and then treating the 

remainder as a ladder standard form. In some cases the possibility 

of using different methods of synthesis leads to ambiguity in 

the final equivalence relations. These cases will be discussed 

as they arise. 

·rhe first equi.valence relations derived are tbose between 

the networks shown in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7. The adaittance of 

the circuit shown in Fig. 2.6 is known. The problem is then to 

synthesize a network of form given in Fig. 2.7 fro. the adaittance 

function given in (20) • 

. It is convenient to write the adaittance in terms of the 

complex frequencJ variable s 

s'a. + s 
sl. + s 

reCe + r..;.cM + r .. Ca 

r ... r. c ... c. + I 

r,r. c, + r.<.~c.. + r..-c."" .... r"c..) 
r~r.-- r~ c. Cct 

\ 



Factoring numerator 3nd denominator gives 

(s -q,) ( s -D\"') (27) 

(S -~,) (s- Ha) 

where the symbols on the right hand side of the second equation 

are ~efined in (2)) of the text. 

This admitt'lnce is now divided by s and expanded into 

partial fractions. 

:5f:_ q,OSa ..!..+ ( H, -q,2(H, -~2) f 
5 H. Harb s rb H, {H,- H~) s H, 

( H~- o(,)( H~- ~?.) ' + rb H~ (HA- H,) s- H;t. 

~ither the second or the third t~rm can be synthesized as the 

branch containing r
1

, c
1 

(Fig. 2.7). Only one of these two 

1mbiguous cases wil l be developed here. It is clear that the 

other can be derived simply by interchanging H
1 

and H2 in all 

the following·equationa. fhe f orm of the admittance of the 

branch containing r
1 

and c
1 

in series is 

(28) 
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s c., 
(29) 

The equivalence celations can be found simply by examining the 

behaviour of (29) and the second term o f ( 28.) at the extremee 

of frequency. 

The admittance remaining when this branch ~as been synthesized 

' and removed is ca lled Y and can be written as 

y' ~ 

s 

+ ~H~- ~.) ( w~ -~.J 
ro H;l, lH,.. -1--1,) 

s 

(30) 
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sf ~ H. H~(H,..- HJ 
\4, H.- H. \tf,+4f~)+'f, 

3ut this has the same form as the admittance of the second 

br~nch (cons~st t n~ of r
2

, r
5
, and c

2
) in fi~. 2.7. The 

~dmittance of this second branch is 



s + t3 C.?,. 

~gain, examination of the behaviour of these expressions at the 

extremes of frequency enables the equ1valence relations to be 

der1ved. 

·~he equivalence relations between circuits with redundant 

parameters are also required. It is straightfor~ard, using the 

above techniques, to go frorn the parameter values of a 

redundant circuit to those of ll non-redundant circuit. Ho~ever, 

we need the relations the other way round: going from the 

parameter values of a non-redundant circuit to those of a 

redundant circuit, the redundant parameter assumed ~o~n from 

other information. rhe difficulty here is that some, perhaps 

3ll the parameter values of the circuit being synthesized depend 

on the value of the redundant parameter. The synthesis of the 

circuit shown in Fi~. 2.8 from the impedance of the circuit 

shown in Fi ~ . 2.7 is a case 1n point since all the parsmeter 

values depend on the value of the redundant element r ce 

If the admit t:mce function ( 21) is writ ten in terms of 

th~ complex variable s, Jivided hy s, ex~anded into partial 
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... 

fraction~, and multiplied by ~. the result i• 

l< s J + --.;...;....;;,---
5- D, + LS 

S- Da 
( 32) 

where th• symbols J, K, o1, n2 are aa defined in (24). Sinew 

the circuit . we ~ish to synthesize haa two d.c. patha1it is 

necessary to split the corresponding term (the firetmrm in (32) ) 

into two parts. 

+ a-J + L.S 

54 · 

s-o, · s-- o ·<JJ}t~ 
~ - · 

The procedure-'ia then to syntheaiu the desired circuit, one - ·· 
branch being equiYalent to the· first two terma ot (33). th• 

other to the last two terms ot (33). The expression& for all the 

parueters will contaiu the parueter ·'a' but •a• cau. be found 

by solving for •a• in the expresaioa tor r • ce 

~ similar procedure enables th• equivalence relations 

(25) to be derived. 
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FIGURE 2.10: FLOW CHART OF COMFUTER PROGRAM FOR CURVE nTTING 

DATA 
INITIAL VALUES 

SUBROUTINE T) • 5) 
computes !unction 
to be minimized 

....._ ._. 

/ 
C011putes Z at 
each frequenc1 

' Fonaa weighted 
dev-iation at 
each !requene1 

~ 
Sums oyer 
all frequencies 

ROtrrtNE 970 
Minimizes function 
computed in subroutine T) 

SUB~OUTINE S) s 2) 

O.teraines i r 
minimua has been 
found vith sufficient 
accurae1 

I -
. I I 

(Baa not) (Has) 

I 
Prints out 
re8ults 



APPDtDIX 2 ro CHAF1'ER 2. 

Curve Fitting Computer Prosram. 

The following is an ann~tated . Yersion of one of the coaputer 

programs used to !it the i11pedance- measurements. Th• progr ... ia 

written in a user oriented computer. language Extended "ercur1 

Autocode (Brooker. Richards. Berg, and Kerr, 1961). A· flow · 

~. diagrws illustrating the basic method or co11putation ia shown in 

Fig. 2.10. This prograa fits th• .iapedaaea data witb the model 

snown in Fig. 2.6. 

PROORAM COMMENTS. 

I .] 0!1 
LSM32EAi·~ 
COMPUTING 
0!JTPUT 

RS EISENBER(l' RUN S SEPT'._. StY' 
! 5o oo I NSTRtJC'T tONS 

I . . ~ 
: Job description whic•.yt 

o LINE PRINTER 2000 LINES 
STORE 2 S 8 LOCKS' · ' 

; C0~1PJ1t.ER. E!'f.'l·'" i . . .. ... 
I ,·( y ( .' ·"j>.. \ I AUX J·J-.. .. .. ~R . o~t·oo:r:;.-:··-~ :_·: : 
I •• OUtfpg':• q : . . :i· . 
'· ... •'{:·' :, . l ... 

l'tit Ht~6cro: · · 
. . ~ 

ROUT I N F:' 9 7 Cf1 

. . ' . }' .... .... 

' names th• p.rograe.-. " ·' 
allocatee total. 

' c011putinc time. autpu 
. space.- and, HJI01T spac · 
I . • 

I 
1 Set• nuaber of awd.Uazod 
1 variable• requizecl 

. ': '"" .. · . · ., t,, . Seta nuabu of eultaac:riiDtHII 
· -~··,i~·~···~.' ·yariable• requirecl· 

I 
- · ··-- J 

Instead or the- text of Routine 970 wbicb would appeu her• in the 

program, we present the specifications of th• Routine. 



' The minimum value of the function is left -in F and the 

corresponding values of the independent v~riables in 

Yo, Yl ••• Y (N - 1). 

' t • ' ' • I, J, ~. R, S, 1', N, u ' v t F ' G , H ' E are used by the 

routine. I, J, ~ m.<J..y be used ·for working space by either 

• • ' subroutine. G , H , E t1A1 be used ~• working apace by sub-

routine S) • 

.:lubroutine T)' computes the function of the variables Yo, ••• to 

be JDinimized 

Subroutine S) determine• when the miniaua is known with sufficient 

accuracy. It then prints out the desired data and, by setting. 

R 2 0 instruct• the routine to return to the appropriate place 

in Chapter 0. 

' The program works most efficiently it all th• Y s are of the 

same order of magnitude. For that reason on• or our Yariablee 

• 
ce/ri is written as the product X Y2. Y2 can then be chosen 

t 

to be of the aaae magnitude as the other Y a. 



CHAP.fER o:. 

A~so 
.9?50 
C?so 
D?so 
E?so 

V~25 

H?as 
IJ?as 

G~.s;o 
Y?ro 
£?ro 
H~so 
X? so 
F"="· 02 
N=J 
Ui1=o 
V1t=so 

S)=2) 
r>=s> 

. READ(Kn) 
I n = r ( r ) !<n 

N F.: •·1f ... I N F.: 
.! 0 6 S I 0 ~ 0 1 ~ • I 
f'{EHLl NE . 
~PTTON 
RUN· ON 0/\T.o\ ~! 1'). 

P P. I NT ( I 11 ) r 1 o 

~~AD(£n) 

:1=.1 

~EAD(A) 
RE.~D (YJ) 

A=roooA 

READ(Yo} 
READ (Yt) 
READ(Ya) 

Direct'ivea allocating space for 
subscripted variables ' 

Settins variablea· required by aoutine 
970 

Setti~ labela required b7 Routin• 970 

• Cycle enablios: K batcbea or data to 
be proceaaecl in ozae run 

59 .: 

' 
Identifiea each batch. of data. ill output::'-i~ 

Seta accuracy with which mini.wa 
ia co11puted 

A ia Rin (kohas) 
Y3 is the initial gueaa for :a ( kohlla) ·. > 

01) 

Gonverts to ohma 

Yo ia the. ~nitial. guess for C,/C
8 

. Yl ia the. initial guess. tor:· R-JR• 
Y2· tim•• X~' ia:. the illi.tial.. gufaa-,,._, -f(-lJ• . \ .. t .• < \ : ;~ .• : • • 

1 ~ ....... v• .. • ,, :<· ~ •'•. 1, 1 I ,~.;:~'-'~ • . .. u.J.. t.......u. ... ~ ~:.w..::... i# ~..~.~ 6~.V4~-""""''-'-' 
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' . 
READ ' (Xn·J 
P.F..J\D ( p) 

P is the number of observed impedance~ 

P.E.J\D ( l1) 

JUHP I7 
, ;."'· -' .. 

M is the number of seta o! reactance 
weightings 

---- · 

>>COt1PlJTES* ~ R;r:;.X;: ANDM TN I M IZES DEVIATION~ PROM' OBSERVED'~~QXTA .. 
. .•. . -~--· - ·- - . -- . - . - -

5) F'=o r ··-Su?routine for COIIputing function to 

IJ=r oooY ,· 
c=xD r v r DE (uu, AA-Ufl) 
IJ=xSQRT (AA-UIJ) 

K=r(r)P 
V=1 XnY a ~~KtJU/Y r 

I be Dliniaaized: .the deviation. rroa the 
theoretical curve 

Coapute& theoretical curve· tor given·· 
set o! Y' a 

>>COr1PUTES DEN0f11NATOR OF' LUr1PED E~UATIONS' 
. ~ \ ,..., 

D=r.CVVVVYoYoYrYr+VVr,CYrYrYoYo+aVVCCYrYrYo+VVCCYrYr+aVV~~Yr 
D=~VVCCYr+2VVC+VVCC+VV+CC+2C+D+r 

>>cor·1POTJ:?· RM X(1 . 
. . 

~~G =.VVVVCYoYoY rYr+VVCYrYrYoYo+~ VVCYrYrYo+VVf:YrYr +~ VVC~"V~ 
'l=VVC+~V~:q+~~~(l+r · I Computea the distributed coaductanc• - ... 

. (j ::=r, /D. 

"'>>COMPUTES RMXB·. 

' 

IJ=VVVYoYt+VY"r+Wt:ro 1 Compute& the diatributecl auaceptaac• 
f1=A/D 

E=Gt1 . C011p1tea lu11ped parameters 
Y=XSQRT{i+AB /E) 

'·1=XS8Ri (2Cl+a BEJ/ll) 
C::=XSt:2RI(Y+r) 

G =IJE/~~ 
X=XS8Ri(Y-r) 

X:::(J X/t~ 

. ' c;K~/to·oo 
XK=X/rooo 

Conv~rts to koha& 
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.. . .. 
>>COHPUTES THE' HE'l'(lHTED DEY I l\ T IONS SQUARED 

Hr<=xA RCTA!'! (SK , .Xf<) 
IJf<=XARCT:~/U! ( AK, BK) 

HV.=r 81')H!-\/r. 
'f!(=r R oUK/r. 

P=F'+V!<HKHK-3 VKHK1JK+VKUI<U!< 

H=CKAI<AI<-~CI<AKGK+CKGKGK+DKBKBK-aDKXKBK+Dr<XT<XK 
F=F'+H - . -- - - , .. 
~EPEAT 
RETURN 

0 ° 0 

~)L=L+r 
r::L=Fn · Determines 1! llillillua haa been !oW1d·. 

with sufficient accuracr 

,J!Jr1P ~ L=r 
'/=Ef .... -E fL-I) 
V=xMOD Cv/EL) 

I . 
r o) R=o '.Print a output 
NE~·JL I NE 
C .1\PT I ON:_..·~'"'~ ..• ~- ' .. .. . ·, : . . ' 
~fiJMBEf&1.0~~-JiTs~~~s~~~- ~ S1 

\ 

PP.INT(r..) ~,o 
,. 

NEHLINE 
C.!.PTlON 
MINIMUM SUM OP DIF'FEReiCES - SQUARED~tiS 
.. ,~ 

P R I NT ( Fn ) o • 6 
!'IE~JLI'NE . 
CAPTL'ON-
FOR· CM/CE::;;· 
PRINT(Yo) 3,3 
CAPT.! ON 
,RI-1/RE~ 

PRINT(YI) 3•3 
CAPTI'ON 

· , CE/R f = 
PP.INT(XnYa) o,4 

. CAPi!'ON 
AND Roo= 



PRH·!T(Yi) J,,J: . 
NEtJLINE. 
I o6s·, 0~. o,. .. S• I ( 
NEHLINE: 
NET·JL INE 
NEhll.INE. 

K=r(r)P 
toln = o. S HK 
Hn=tm/e 

NEHLI NE 
P R I NT ( t~n ) S • 3 
CAPTION 
C/S 

NE'oJL I.NE 
CAPTION 

R t~EIQHTINfl IS 
PRINT(CI<) a,o· 
NEHLINE 
CAPTION 

-X t~EIQHTfNq It'S 
PRINT(DK) z,o 

NEt·.t. INE 
CAPTION 

R OBS.= 
PRINT {AK) . 2•3. 
CAPTI'O~N 
R CALC.~ :::a r· 

?RINT (4KJ' 2•.l 

NEHLINE· 
CAPTION 

-X OBS= 
PRINi(BK) 2."3 

CAPTION 
-X CALC.= 
PRINT(XK) 2 1 3 

NE~·!L INE 
NEHLINE 

Z=XRADIIJS{AK,BK) 
CAPTION 

/ZOBS/=·· 
PRINT (Z) 3 3 
zn~XRADIUst~K,XK) 
CAPTI'On 
., /ZCALC•/='"· ·' 

6z 

Explanation of what is being priDted. 
can be found in program itself 

Computes magnitude of impedance 



.~,. " 

PRINT·(z;r) 213' 

NEHLI NE 
CAPTIOf'.l 

OAS • . PHASE IS 
Z=XARCTAN(AK, BK) 

PRINT(r8oZ/r.) 3 1 2 
CAPTION 
DE4REES, CALC. PHASE IS 

~=XARCTAN(4KtXK) 
PRINT{r8oZ/CJ 3 1 2 

CAPTION 
DEClREES 

.r,n:xSIN(I<£/4) 
c;n=xMoo(qn) 

JUf1P' 47,4n>o. ooor 
NEt•JL INE 
ro6s., o. , ·o • .S• r 
4 7)~11=o 

nEHLI NE 
rr E~·1L l N E. 
~!F:HLINE . 
f•!E"lL INE 
~EPE.~~T · 

~) RETURN 

I 7) K=r 

K=r(r)P 
READ (l.JK) 
RE.'\0 (AK%) 

RE.A.D(CK) 
P.EAD(BK) 
READ (DK} 

RE:'\D (VK) 

1.JK=a£HK 
REPEAt 

O=t(r)M 

,JJJMP., .lF. ...... O;:tn·: · 

Computes phas• 

Reads in cia ta 
.. 

Cycl• reada in at each fr•quenCJf4< ' 
·•k, th• trequencJ o:- · 

Ak, R (resistanc•) 

C~ the Rtweighting 
Bk, X •(reactanc•) 
Dk, X ve'ighting 

Vk, the pbaae veighting 



~~=r ( r) P 
PEAD(DK) 

REPEAT 

NEt~ LINE 
! 0 6 S 1 , 0 • ' 0 ,_ S e I 

s I )JUMPDO!t!N (R9 70) 

~EPEJ\T 

~EPEAi 

F.:~ID 
CLOSE 

Reads in additional set of 
X ~eightings, if desired 

Calla in Houtine 9?0 -

· Eftd ot progru tape 



The followin~ explains the format of the data.. In the typewritten 

text brackets surround the name and meaning of the number found in 

the corresponding position (but without bracketa) on the print out 

of a data tape shown on the next pa~e. Every end of a line iD 

the print out is indicated belov vitb the sysbol~ To illustrate: 
t 

" correep<)nds to the first nuaaber on the second line ot the print out;.,. 

A, to the second number in the second line; etc. 

t 

(K the nuaber of batches of data) NL -
t 

( x the accuracy of the Dlinimua) 

(A the value of the input resistance) 

(Y}. the estimate ot the infinite frequeDCJ resistance) 

(Yo the estimate ot CmfCe) 

(Yl th.e eatimate of RafRe> 

(YZ a t~ctor ot the estimate of c~ri) 
t 

(X a factor of the estimate of c~r1) 

(P the nwaber of observed illpedaDcea) 

(M the number of batches of reactance weigbtinge) ~ 

(ltk the frequencJ) 

· (Ak the obaened resistance) 

'(Ck the weighting of the resistance) 

(Bk the obaerved reactance) 

t 



(D~ th•·weighting of the obserYed. reactance) 

(Vk the phase weighting) NL -
This last line is repeated once for each frequency at which 

impedance ••aaurementa were made; that is, P times. 

• The entire set ot data is repeated (vith the exception of K ) 

for each batch of data. 
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Onl1 the first batch o! data ie shown here: 

# 

.., ,_, 

o.'ooar· 20•72 o.s 2 r 8 r,.-r3 

r.'ooo 20•'79 r r.69 t o. s 
r.:J68 , ao •. o9 . I.. • . z •. 86 r 

3· ·-tl;.~ ... e 
o • .as 

a. 54< .. . I'J•70,' r · Oe2-S 
3•' r6a · '- r·9•al' I 1• x r . · t.:. 0•.3.5: : ', , ..... 
1• 6121 .. I 7.~89 oa·zs·· I ~.; S!l .. I . 

6.i8r.r rs .. 67 1: ·.!lot•. I. o.2·s .. 
ro.'ot> t3.!46. 6•71. . t r . o-. .2s 
I 1•'68 t r.'o2' I 7•oS. I a. 25. 
3 I • ' 51 ' 'J•'oa I 6.87 I Oe25 
3r~6a .. 7•'ra r .· S• 89 I o.as 

'46el{a- S~97 I .S• a a I Oe2S 
68.J r 4.·. 1~24 I 3•9° I o.as 

rooi.d 3 .. 79 r · l-124 I · o.as 
I _.1)~8- 3 .. 28· I a-. 68: ' r Oe25 f '·I 

ars.-f4 a.Wa r a. r6~·: r Oe3S 
.3.r6e!a :h S.;'J .. r. '. t:t•'9df•l t . ,~o as • ,. • . . -r ... . 
;t~tt~% , .... , .. , ·. ~ ~~ 

r Ill .46~ 
1
2 2 e

1 
IO'- r · r.•ts~·· · r o.25 

6:9 ... ) 1 ., .r.? r ~ r· , r •. a.r ·' 

r · r.oz r 
r o .. a4 r 

t r o. 7·1 t 
r 6.S8 t 

t o.s6 r 
--~~ 1! - t 

r;. o.as 

o.:a·s 
o-. aS. 

o-,as 
o.as 
o.'as 
o. ~s 

24 I 



Chapter }. 

METHODS. 

Material and Apparatus. 

The preparation used in these experiments was the flexor 

of the carpopodite of the _first walking leg of Fortunua depurator 

and Carcinus maenas bathed in crab Ringer solution (Pantin, 1934; 

Fatt & Katz, 1953a). 'fhe flexor muscle was exposed by removing 

the opposite part of the shell, together with the extensor muscle 

and limb nerves. The ahell beneath the flexor was removed to 

improve visibility and the muscle viewed in transmitted lilbt. 

Surface fibres in the middl• half or the muscle and on the wide 

aide of the apodeme wer• used for these experiments. 

Micropipettes with reaiatancea or about 4 segohma (measUred 

when dipping into crab Ringer) were inaerteo into fibres on the 

exposed surface ot the muscle under aicroscopic observation. 

Microelectrodea used to apply currentto the euacle fibre were 

filled with 2M sodiu. citrate (pH 6) since these passed greater ... 

currents than the microelectrodea, filled with 3~ KCl, which 

were used to record potential. Measurements or distance were made 

-
with the eyepiece graticule of the microscope. 

Fi~e 3.1 shows a schematic drawing of the experimental 

set-up. rhe cathode followers (shown in Fig. 3.1 aa triangles 
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Figure 3.1 

· Diagram ot the Set-up used· tor tlii Measureaent _bf lmPeclanee vith Miei-oeleetrodee 
~ . 

The triaDgles 8urrounding the 
'1 

In most experiments · ·cathode . 
amplifier. Identif1eati6n of 

~ 

leiiera "CF'' reprfsent ~athode toll~e~s. 
• ' I I f" , 
follower waa uaea bet~een , - ... ald t~e c~rrent 

"· lion 
I ... I . 

symbols and further discileaion round ill text. 

~ . ... 
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surroundins th4r letters "CF") used. for di!fereistial. voltage 

measurements were arranged so that a ssall amount of attenuation 

could be applied to one or the other to improve the rejection 

ratio of the· recordin~ system. The potentio.eter waa a d.c. 

voltage source used to offset the resting potential of the muscle 

fibre and waa repl&ced with a calibrator to measure the gain of 

the voltage and current recording chaanela. The potentioaeter 

w3a enclosed in a screening box driven b7 a separate cathode 

follower in order to reduce the capacitance to earth, which would 
f 

otherwise significantly ahunt the. current eonitoring resistance 

at hi~ frequenc7. The calibrator could. not b• u.aecl to oftaet
-e.. ff..c. c. t. ~ 

th• resting potential si~ce ita~capacitance to - eart~ waa quite 
• 

large. eve~ when. enclos&d iaA driven box. 

Because· or the larg• teaperature co-efficient of ••brane 

reaiatance.. in crab IIUacle (Fatt & Katz • . l953a) t•pel"ature had. 

to be accuratel1 controlled. A aelliconductor. conatant. t~ature 

device (Copeland. 1961, 1962) waa. wsecl to maintain, th• auacle•, 

o · · o 
at • conatant te~~peratura <.:t 0.1 C)' arouncl 5. C. Thia dericW. 

introchlc••· a larg& capacitance. to earth· sinc8' the coolins eleHata 

in the circuit were esaentiallJ earthed. and wer~ cloe• to the 

bathing solution. This capacitance waa reduced. b7 placing an inaulatect. ~ 

ehield between the coolin~ eletaenta ancl the bath and driviDs it. 

fro• the saae cathode. follower which drov• the· potentiometer box. 



The current monitoring r~aistance (Rmon in Fig. 3.1) waa a. 

wire-wound resistor of negligible inductance of 5.1, 10.2, or 

20 kohms. A small battery and voltage divider, ae shawa in 

Fig. 3.1 were used to appl7 a d.c. voltage between the monitor 

resistance and the bath electrode to prevent ·d.c. current troa 

flowing througn the current aicroelectrode. ~ith aome 

electrodes the net d.c. current wawmade inwards since thia 

increased th• stabilitJ of the electrode resistance and enabl~ 

the elect~ode to paaa .are current. This inward current 

produced a change in me•brana potential of about 5 mV. 

An oscilloscope with high gain d.c. amplifier• (ill 

earl7 experiaents a Furzehill 0.180, later a Tektronix 5Q2A) 

waa usecl to diapla7 th• inatantaneoua curreDt-Yolt-.• relatioD 

&a a Lissajous figure. Ill other· VOI"da, the oecilloseope- vaa . 

collllectecl.. ro, XY plottirl8. w~~b tb .. CUI"rent signal appllecl to the 

horizonta1 amplifier and th• Yoltas• aigaal applied. to the-

vertical amplifier. A particular Liasajowa~ tiguret aD ellipse, ia 

described by the oacilloaco~ spot vhea. the current and voltage 

signals are. both sinuiaoidal wit~ th• aaae trequeac7. , The 

characteristics of the ellipa• give the phase ansle between the 

signals ana their relative magDitude. If one of the signals 
, . 

r~preaenta current flowing through a syatea and the other represent~ 

72 

tne potential across the system. the phase angle and relative magnitud~ 
4 

represent the phase and magnitude of the complex iapedance of the 



system •. Lissajou& figure&giv• • aore accurat• measurement of 
' . 

phase under most condition$. than the measurement of delay 

between two signals, each diapla1ed on a time base. 

The raeaslired parameters of the ellipse are shown in 

Fig. 3.2. The phase angle was computed bJ oae of the three formula• 

Sin~ 
D~ -- Dy· J 

• 

where 

s.i n ~ 
AB . 

:. ----
OfDz 

r/1: • the phaaa angle . 

D ia the 8UiiiUJt(hvrizolital. diaplace•ni: y 

D ia· the maxima t•rtica~ cliaplaceaent: z 
l> is the vertical, cliaplaceaent at' halt width 

X 

D ia th• horizontal. diaplac ... nt. at. half" heipt, w 

A ia the uj~ uia of;. th• ellipae · · 

a is the minor axia ot the· ellipa• 

accurac1 waa desired. 
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The- magnitude of the i11pedance is 

12\ = k D'L 
. Dy 

where k ia the gain of the voltage channel divided by the gain 

of the current channel. 

From ·tnese quantities the effective resistance and reactanc• 

can be calculated 

R = IZI cos

X = I Z\ s tn pi 

The accuracy of the baaic measurements is esti•ted to be about 

2° in phaae and Z per cen~ ln magnitude except tor ph ... angles 

clos• to 90'!J where the phase error- is about.. 6°. A diacuaaion of 

the . _measurement. ot phaa• angle ellipses anct the- error a inYolved 

can be tounct--in· aenson & Carter (1950) and Bensozr (195}). Aa . 

might be expected intuitiYely, tbw overall rati~ of signal to 

nois• is largest whe k ia. choaeD ao that. th .. height or the ellipse 

(Dz} is approxillately equal. to the breadth (0
1

). 

Stray Capacitancea. 

An important feature of these experiaent& were tbe measure• 
f 

taken to reduce the capacitative artifact produced by the stray 
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capacitances around the current and voltage microelectrodee. 

Figure 3.3 shows the stray capacitances in the equivalent 

circuit of the set-up. The symbols for the potentials, all 

of which are measured with respect to earth, are dei'ined ·aa follows:..· 

V is the.oscillator output voltage 
8 

E b is the voltage at the grid or the recording cathode. !ollove~ 
0 8 

E is the actual potential insid• the muscle !ibre· at the 

tip of the voltag~ microelectrod• 

~ is the potential just outside the fibre membrane 

near the tipa of the raicroelectrodea•. 

E
2 

is th• potential of the bathi~ aolution avay from 

th·e microelectrodes, tho potential. measured by the 

voltage bath electrode . ' 

E is the potential across the resistor used to monitor 
0 

current 

The syJilbols for the. i11ped.ances- in. the- circuit are-

R1 is the resistance of th• current. passing microelec~rod• 

avis the resistanc•' ot th~ voltag~ recording microelectrod• 

R is the- resistance. used. to 110Di tor current motr 

R2 represents an1 resistance in the solution, an7 i11balance 

in the differential recor~ systeaJ used. to meaaure 

potential, or an,- effect of the thre& dimensional spread of 

current (in the bathing solution) which acts as it it 

were a constant resistance 



Z 1 ia the impedance of th• current passing bath .electroae e ec 

Th• aymbola tor the capacit~cea are 

c1 is the total effective capacitance from the voltage 

electrode to earth 

SO · 

c2 ia the capacitance bet"een the voltage electrode and the bath 1 

. 1 c3 is tbe capacitance between the current electrode and the bat~~ 

c4 is the capacitance coupling the t"o 11icroelectrodes 

The analyaia of the circuit ~o~ in Figure 3.3 is given 

in Appendix l of this chapter. Some of the results of that analJaia 

are used in the discusaion below of the stra1 capacitances and 

methode takert to. reduce- thea. · 

c1, the input capacitance of the voltage recordias valve, 

ha• tvo components: the residual grid to cathod•capacitance no• 

neutralized by the following action o! the cathode and the direct 

cap~citance to earth. The first coaponent ia full.J analJZecl ia 

Appendix 2, "he_re a diacu.aion of the trequeney reapoue of th• 

• 

cathode· follower can also be found. The residual capacitance 

was sinimized bJ running the cathode follower (aa ME1400) at 

relat1vel1 high anode currents and thus high tranaconductance

(about 700 ~A/volt) and gaim. The gain measured at the cathode 

was. found to be o. 96 and the resulting residual. capacitance was. 

about 0.4 pF. The direct capacitanc& to earth "•• reduced bJ 

using a vcr1 tine short wire and b7 removing conducting objects, 

including the 11icroscope, from the Yicinit1 of the preparation. 



The·total input capacitance wa&about 0~95 pF. Attempts to 

shield the entire input and thus reduce th• direct capacitanc• 

to earth even further were not successful since the resultins 

increase in grid to cathode capacitance produced aeYere ringing. 

There are two main ways in which the input capacit.uce 

might be reduced eyen further~ compensation and elimin.tioa. 

Compensation haa been uaed by san7 workeut(Valley & wallaan. 

1948, p.83; MacNichol. • •agner. 1954; .Bak, 1958). The problema 

involved are di~cussect. i& Anl&tniek ( 1958); Yang, Hervey, mul 
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S11itb (1958); Schoenfeld: (1962); ull thu 1 (l,SI). Thia. techniqua 

is not considered suitable for quantitative work witb aaall 

signala at high frequencies for the> followiDK reaeona~ 1) the 

very large bandwidth required irt th• input aaplitier leads to a 

prohibitiY& increa ... ia noiae 2) phase shifts iJS the input uplitier• 

mak•·.a quantitativ• treat•nt'. of th8' resiclual.. input reactanc .. 

difficult- .3) it ia ci:U!icult to tinct an· Wlallbiguoua criterioD· of· 

input. capacitance. neutrallzatioa aince:- ca~cit&DC• betwHII th•-

bath and· the. microelectrod• i• inevitablT present •. 

Eliainatioa of· tb•inpu~ capacitance• or· at l ... t · reduction 

to a mucb· emaller· Yalu .. lllight: b• posaible if an electro11ater 

inp~t. stase·with prec~a~unity gain and ne~ligible pbaae shift 

oYer- the· entire- frequencr range were available. Some prolliaing 

circuits caa b• fouBd• in the electronics literatur• (Macdonald. 

1957; Murray, 1958). 



c2 and c3. the capacitances between the microelectrodea 

and the bath, are approximately proportional to the depth of 

immersion of the microelectrodes and amount to about 1 pF/ .. 

(Naatuk & Hodgkin, 1950). In these experiaenta there waa so•• 
dif!icult7 iD lowering the fluid level beca~• not all the muscle 

fibres are parallel with the fluid surface. Th• leg waa so 

110unted. that the angle th• fibre a !lllde with the aur face could be 

adjusted, permitting the uae of a lower fluid level. 

Since in fact the capacitancea c1 and c2 are distributed 

along the resistance of the microelectrode, there ia ao.e question . 
•• to. w}lether the7 can b• treated. aa lWiped capacitances shunting . . 
thrwhole of the microeiectrode reai8tance. (See Harris, 1952, 

p. 234 and de LeYie, 1965. for a diacusaioa. of the equationa 

applicable to an untapere4 microelectrode. de· Leyie alao presenta. 

82 . 

on p.. 123" the equat.iona.. for a tapered electrode). 'l'ha theoretical 

analysis of Aaatniek (1958h Krnjavic, Mitchell and Sserb (l963h . 
and ~oodbur7 (1952) augseat& that allloat all the restata.nee of 

the aicroeleotrode ia locatecl withim a fev .tcra of the tip. Thia 

ia supported experimentallJ.. If a 5 11egoha llicroelectrode ia 

brokeB off so11• l~ !roll the tip, ita. reaiatanc .. falla t7pically 

to lesa thnn one megohll. Since the capacitance into the bath 

i3 approximatel~ proportions~ to the depth the electrode ia 

immersed and since the llicroelectrodea in the .. experiments were 

immersed in at least ~ of solution, it ia clear that esaentiall7 



all the capacitance ehuots all the aicroelectrode, resistance. 

c
4

, the capacitance between the voltaae and current 

microelectrodes, is a capacitance critical to these meaaurements. 

Appendix 1 shows that the correction term containing c
4 

is 

wC 
4

RyR1; tor Ry = Ry = 5 lllegobma and f a v/2fc a 104 c/s the 

correction term .is 2 X 10l5 C
4 

(in kobma). Because c
4 

appears 

in the· corrections multiplied by the product of the electrode 

resistances, it·mua~ be kept belo• lo-15F. (l0-l5F is approxim3telJ 

0.~ ~f the capacitance betwee~ tvo 3 ma diameter cylinders 4 cs 

long !U\d 3 cat apart. Th• dillell8iona chosen are a rough. 

approximation to those of the two microelectrodea}. The following 

!llethoda were used to keep c4 belo• th• required value. All 

leads carryins the.. oac:illator signal were double shielded. (The 

oacil,4ator output impedance waa. low. enough.. ao that the curreat. throug!t 

the ·capaci tancut to tha ahieldinJJ vu- wliaportant). The current 

paaaing microelectrode vaa ahieldecl •• rar doWD ita length aa 

posaible. Finall7, a thin alulliniua sbielcl inaulatecl alons ita 

bottoa edge with plAs~ic fila wae plsced in the Ringer solution 

between the current and voltase electrodes. The shield waa coatecl 

with silicone grease to prevent ~increase in the fluid level and 

waa driven troa the cathode of the recording cathode follower to 

iteep c1 smal~. The- reduction in c4 when the shield touched the 

fluid was by a !actor of between five and ten. 



Appendix l shows that the artifact also depends on the 

size of the parameters R , ~- . R1, and Z 1 , R in theae 
mon -~ e ·~ mon 

experiments was always lese than 11 ~ohaa at frequencies above 

10 kc/a. It would perhapa be better to us~ an operational 

amplifier ae an ammeter since tbi• would ~• R ettectivelJ asoa 

zero. Complications ar·e then produced by the necesaity ot 

correcting !o~ Zelec" Ry and RI wer• kept as small aa poaaible 

consistent with the need to prevent damag• to the fibr• uaed 

(around 5 megohaa). Metal electrodes are not suitable tor thee• 

. experiments since. while haYiD8' much lower reaiatance at high 

frequencies, they have an impedance whic~ is not a aiaple tunctioa 

or freques~cT• This akea it ditticult to correct tor the reMioing 

artifact. Zelee v .. apt. arouBcl 100 ohae bT uring a long (6 em) 

length' of coiled chloridect ail·nr Wire. separated troa the 

bat'hing aol11tioJl by a piec• of filter- paper Vith relative~ large 
' 

surface area. 

Procedur•. 

With the abield raiaed two microelectrodea were inserted into 

a muscle f'ibre arouncl 4~ apart iJS the direction of the fibre 

axis. The electrodea were placed approrla~ely in the aiddle 

or the fibre in both length· and breadth. The shield waa 

carefully lowered into the aol11tion. Measurements were thea 

taken with currents of frequencies between l c/a and 10 kc/s in 

earl~ experi11ent& aDd 0.1 c/a and 10 kc/• in latu onea. Six 



measurements were taken per decade, the ratio of frequencies of 

successive m~asurements being 101/ 6 ~ 1.47. After the 

measurement at 10 kc/ s, measurements were taKen in descending 

order, one per d~cade. The monitor resistance was changed to 

~eep the height of the ellipse J approximately equal to the z 

breadth D . 0i~nals of ahout 6 mv were used, requirin~ currents 
y 

of typically 0 .3 ~A. Most current microelectrodes showed non-

linearities when passing this much current, especially in the 

frequency range 100 c/s to 500 c/s. Only current electrodes 

without this nonlinearity w~re used. It ~as rarely possible to 

take records from fibres w1th input resistance less than 10 kohms, 

even though almost all the fibres in some muscles wer~ of this 

low input resistance. Nonlinearities in the fibre properties 

themselves were h~rdly ever observed at the signal level used. 

In some experiments the response to a step function of 

applied current was observed after the impedance measurements had 

been made. A current sufficient to give a step hyperpolarization 

of about 5 mV was used. After this the current electrode was 

~ithdrawn and a series of measurements taken at different frequencies. 

These measurements were used to calculate the value of the 

coupling cay3citance c
4

. 

In only a few fibres was it possible to reinsert the current 

electrode some dist~nce away from the voltage electrode and thus 

measure the d.c. space constant. The difficulty was caused by the 



lar~e s~ze of the electrodes used and the problem of inserting 

them properly. Measurements of the sp~ce cbnstant in which 

either the removal or insertion of the current electrode 

caused marked chan~e in resting potential were rejected. 

Diameter of the fibres was measured by observation and 

1n doubtful cases a map of the region was made showing the 

presenct or absence of input resistance. Measurements of 

dLameter were subject to considerable error on account of over-

lap of adjacent fibres, difficulty of measurement, and non-

circul~r cross section of the fibre. 

Corrections for Stray Capacitance. 

Appendix l presents the derivation of the correction 

equations for ~ slightly ·more general case than that of Falk & 

Fat t ( 1964 ) • Using the fact that H2 and R 
1 

are much less 
e ec 

than Rmon and that -Xelec is negligible, the expressions reduce 

to those of Falk & Fatt: 

R = - R). + R •• s [\- w~ (c., ... c4) c3 "R" R:x:] 
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+ ( -Xob)) u["R"lc.,+ c.";\) + "Rx c.;j • w~c.,clRv Rr 'R ... 

-X - Xobs [\-"-'~,+-c..,) C.~ "Rv 'R~ 

- (R.bti -1{~] w [ "Rv-(c., -t-c~ + R:x: c:.J 

+ """R" [ c't "R:r. - c.,"RW\o~] 

( l) 



These equations have a very important propert1: the correction 

for capacitative artifact itself depends on the i•pedance being 

~easured. (Equation (l) expresses the correction aa a function of 

Robs' -xob&• Equation (10) of Appendix l expres .. s it in the 

phyeicall7 more •eaningfaL way as a function of R, -X.) Thua, 

AnT technique !or. correcting the observed i8pedana• for artifact 

mu.st itself •••sure the iapedance .. 
c"'" ,. .... s.. t ;o"' 

Electronic correction ia not 

correction• at thea• !requenciea 1a preciaelJ the one vhich 
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dependa on. th• observed illpeduce (see equation- (9') of Appendix 1). 

Moreover, even it it were- practicallJ poeaible•to. arrans• the 

cirquit.. parueter• eo. that. the varioua tena• itr th•· correctioaa . . 
cancelled. at one frequeacJ,.. the variation of R. b ucl -X b vith· 

• . . . o a; .o a 

!requenc~ would, ensure tbat1 the artifact. would not vaidah at . 
' 

another !requencJ.. Finalli ... the expreaaiona tor B b . .. . -x b 
0. . 0 .. 

presentect 1ft Appendix l. show., that eillple subtraction of the 

impedance observed wit~. the current electrode outside the ce1l · 

!roa th•· i~dance obaerYecl, vith the electrode inaide tbe ceu. 

at the .,.,... frequency will. not give R, -x. Again thia ia because 

the · correctioa.. depencla Oil the- illpedance being aeaaured. 



!he corrections given in equation (1) requir~ a knowledge 

of the size of the various stray cap•citances and By and R1• 

The electrode resistances are measured conventionally: R1 

by Ohm's law, Rv by connecting a known shunt to the grid of 
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the recording cathode follower. The errors involved are considered 

small. The method of measurement of each of the capacitance& and 

th& errors in the measurements are discussed below. 

c1, the input capacitance, is measured froa the time 

constant of the potential change when a step function is applied 

to the bath, the recording microelectrode just touching the 

solution. rhe input capacitance was found to be 0.95 pF. 'rhe 

major error in this measurement is the assumption th3t the . 
capacitanc~ shunting the· microelectrode resistance into the 

bath is zero when the microelectrode ia just touching the bath. 

In fact it seema likely th3t a few tenths of a picofarad remain 

even when the microelectrod~ is out of the bath. The effect of 

this ca~acitance is to reduce the observed rise time, giving too 

low a value for c1 (s~e Nastuk & Hodgkin, 1950). Theoretically, 

the size of cztc1 could be estimated by the size of the 

'instantaneous• step in potential produced by a step volta~e 

applied to the potential divider formed by c1 and c2• Such a 

step is not easily observed, however, because of the limited 

frequency response of the cathode follower itself. The error is 

estimated to be about 0.1 pF, probably positive. 



T~-. capacitancea shunting the microelectrodes into the 

bath are assumed equal,. i.e. c2 :a c
3

• 'l'be source o! error ner• 

·is the difference in the len@th or mieroelectrod• submerge~ 

in the sol~tion since the capacitance per unit ltngth_ot 

different ntieroelectrodea i& quite co,.tant. Tbia error ie 

eetiaated aa not more th~ O.} pr, probablJ poaitive since the 

recording electrod• was usuallJ a~ a more oblique angle thaD 

tl2t9 Cl.Q"rent electrode. Another- DSethod. ot Ma.aurin~. Cl ami C2 

is c:U•cuaaed in Appendu 4. 

c} ia itself ll8a&W"ed by the decrease ill tbe i.,.wce of 

.the ctlt'rent. el~ctrod .. witt\. increasing !l'ectuencr. If Zr ia 

the- Mgnitude: of th• electrode i.pec:lanee at tl't• lr*lu•ti.t:T tf!/?J· 

and if R1 ia- the upitude. of the lo1J Ct't'quencr electroci• iapedallc•· 

eithe~ directioD. 

No ~•tnod eee~6 available. to meaaur~c4 directlr so 

the !ollowiD8' iDdirec~· method vaa used. I~diatelJ after a 

eeriee of recorda- were takell i'roa a fibre, th• current electrode· 

waa rftf<7ved to just outside the tibre anci recorda taken. at 

different frequencies. lf the value of tne fibre react.aoe •X 



ia set to zera, equation. ( l) can, b8' sol'nd for C 
4 

in teru of 

R b , -X b and the other circuit parameters. In other words 
0 s 0 s 

the value of c4 was chosen which aade. equation (l) correctly 

describe the extracellular artifact. Solvins (l) for c4 
with -X s O, we get 

+ ·w["Ro'-•~ t?J[~<.~,+~) ... T?sc:.,] 

. + U l?..;o., "Rv c:,} 
So11• teat- of the validity of the· aboYe procedure ia gi.Yea bJ 

.calculating c
4 

at different frequenciea. 'l'o the extent that. the 

treat11ent" ia valid, the. calc\llatecl value ~~ C 
4 

llhoUl.ct r..U. 

. 'constant. · It rellllina· constant withiD th• eatbiatecl total. error 

of about··.l~. 

'rhia m•thod of' meuurinS· c4 is i•pc)rtant- for th• auc:ceaa 

oi thea• experiments aino• it lllinillizea- the effect& ot error.- ia:· 

the meaaureaents of the other strq. capacitaaeea. Becaua• the . 

expresaion for we4yi involves the saH tena aa the expreaaioD<

tor -X except. with oppoaite· sign (compare equations (1) an4 

(2) ), the error in -X cause~ a,r the errors in the •eaaure .. nt of · 

the stray capacitancea•is balanced by the equal and opposite: 

error.in we4aVRI caused by the errors in the values of the stray 
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capacitances used to calculate c
4

• 'rhe cancellation is perfect, 

however, only if the circuit parameters have the same value in 

the expressions for c
4 

and -X. The meaaurements used in .tbe 

expression for c4, howe•er, are taken with the current electrode 

outside the fibre, whereas the measurements uaed in the 

expression for -l are taken with the current electrode inside 

the fibre. Therefore, the obeerved ispedanc• R b , -X b and 
0 • 0 • 

the current electrode resistance R1 are significantl7 different 

in the two expreesiona. 'The cancellation of error ia then not 

c011plete. The error expressions and the extent ot cancellation 

is treated quantitati•ely in Appendis 3. Th• final estisated 

~a&Ximuat error is 

cl(-X) = &00 ohms 

The error becomeaamall below about 4 ~a. 



APPEND!~ l OF CHAPTER 3: 

The Derivation of the Correction £quations. 

·rhe derivation presented here differs slightly !rom that 

used by Falk & Fatt (1964) in that it includes the effect ot 

a aeries resistance and of the impedance ot the current paseing 

bath electrode. The circuit to be analyzed is givea in Fig. 3.3 

where all potential~ are measured with respect to earth. The 

analysis or thia circuit without approxiation baa not been 

carried past tha initial steps becaua.Lthe resulting expression• 

are quite unwield7. It seems unlikely that any ot the 

approximations used belo» would cause di!ficult7 since th•T 

are stronglT aatiafied, 

There are foUit baaic. equations.. The delinitioft ot th .. 

observed. impedance · 
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E'~~o.,:- Ioto. [ 1?;. ... • z.,i.Jt 
I • .,. 

which can be revritten using the relation . Io .. ~ = ~o/fl_. .. : 

( 1) .~ 



The· definition- of th& ac:tual- impedance sought' is the second 

equation. 

z:: E- E, 
I 

- E- Iobs["Z.&t.c. +'R~ + R ... o"] - I 

Let 

_Then, 

Z= (2} 

~e nov seek an equation· for Z in ter11a ot Z b and the 
• . 0 8 

llliniiiUII nwaber of moat eaail;y oba~ried Yariables. The relaUon 

i .a developed b;y aettin&' the· alsebraic sus of current• at the 

recording junction equal t~ zero. 
. ' 

0 =- - Eobto \iuc,) + \V.s- E:..,.) i c.~C_,. + 
• 

or 

E = Eob•[ I+ ~w'R"'(c, + c:a...-c.;j -V5 (}.wcA# 1?") 

-E., (3-wC.).~~)~ + ~ ..... =] 



Sine• c4 ia much smaller. than c1 or c2 , this can be simplified 

to the . . third or our b11sie. equations 

E:. Eobs[l + }w'R-I(c..+c~] -V,(j.w~'tRv) 

- Eo(}uC:A~v)D + ~:. .. ] 

Our fourth basic equation ia developed !roa an expression !or Ioba 

E". 

The oscillator output. V ·ia· nclr largel"" thaD· the obaene4t potential • 
E b so this uy be- vrittea aa our !ourta basic equatioa-. 

0 • 

-:· [v, -E.- I .... ;!1Jij.~ .. u:~ . 

There is now enousn informatioft i~ the.. equations to aolYe !or 

Z in tenaa or potentially observable quantities. Th• expreaaiolt 

tor Z can be derived by substituting (3) and (4) into (2) aud 

(J) 



using the definition 

Cobs n z $ ::. \~'M·-- : 
Co 

z~ 
Zs [l + j.w R..,(c,+c4}- :1J. {1-'-''1 "Rv R .... ) - (R~ + R-:)~~)"' . ~· 

-f'· 

In principle (5) contains all the information needed to calculate 

Z in ter~~~e of Z b • Equation· (5) requires. hoveyer, the uuur...itt 
o a . 

ot the phase and lllllgnitude or both V a anct i
0

: such meaaur ... ata 

would neceaaitate the taxing ot two CC!IIIplet• i~~pedance loci. It 

another relation involYins V and E were aY8ilable, botb the .. a o . 

variables could be elillinatecl fro~~ th• expl'eeaioa tor z. · Such a 

r .elation. can be derivect ainc• aliiOat· ail .tile- clkren~ that· leaves 

the gacillator flova through the left hand aid• or the circuit 

(Fig. 3.}) - through RI ud c3 and< thea R - Vitia little 
110ft • 

leaking across to the right hand aida- throUI)r By or c
2

• Th• 

actual total current throush Raoa is 

-- + fwc~(Vs- -E,) +jwc.,_lC.N·.-f',). 

+ 
Eobs- E 



But the oscillator output ia much greater than any other voltagt 

in the systes and the two c~pacitancea {c2 and c
3

) are approximately 

equal, as are the two electrode resistances (RV and R1). Then 

the third and fourth terms on the right hand aide of (6) can 

be neglected. ,A final simplification can be introduced 'becauae 

V ~ E is approximately equal to V - E and to V - ~. s a o s · -1 

Equation (6) simplifies using these approximations 

' 

This equation ia aimpl1 the aatheeatical statement that a~at 

all the current thai leayea the oacillator· croaaea •son• Thia 

relation can be uaed to eli.iainate V and E froat. (5), thus-. a o 

giving the desire~ formul~ tor Z• 
( 

. . 
Q +w~c~ R;j [zs(l• j&J[c,•cJ R~{R~ .. ~R~)(~.c-~Ca.'R : f 

M il 



Thr denominator of thia expressiorr carr be simplified since th~ 

resistance of the current microelectrode RI . is much greater 

than R
3

• Furthermore, even. at v/2• a 10 kc/s 

.... -'~ , . 
~ c:3 'Rx ::: ' · I 0 · ~ • • o · 1 o = I . 

whereas 

The denoainator of (7) then reduces to 

The numerator or (7) i• exactl~ d~viaible b7 (8). 

divieion and separatiq real ud. i11111ginary parts·, we have the 

general. reeult 

-'Robs tJ[i?., {t .... 'a) •1?x:c..;J 

(8); 

+ W~'f "Rv T?i:: + ~~ ( C~ 1? :C +C. a "R,;) -'"R., C, ( !?.:....! 
'~Jiilil:illiJflli&' 



1< :. - ~-.t + ~ot..V -Co..J '":\'~(.,+c.~) c:-,:R:, T?%] 

+ l-x.~os) ..... [ Rv (c.,+Lo,) •1?.., c.J + ( -X&t ... ) (.,. 1? .. ~if 

+ ,..~R .. l?r c.3[R.._ c.a-c.,ll?-.. •7?.~ 

where 

Tt can be seen from thia re~tion tbat the current passing 

bath electrode iapedanc~ Z 1 is of little importance as lo~ e ec 

a~ it is mucb emal!er thaR R~on· Zelec· wa• typically 100 on.a 

in these experiments and showed no reactance at the frequencie•· 

where the X elec ter• miaht becoa.. iaportant. 

and·. X 
1 

can be nes.l.ected..-e ec · 

Thus, both R 1 e ec. 

As discussed abo•• a2 repreaenta th .. resiatane ... of th•• 

Hinger solution, 541 iabalanc•· in the Toltage recor•~sJatea, 

and. any ot~er lwapecl reaistance in. aeriea with. both the current 

and voltag• electrodes. Impedance measurements made·with the 

electrodes widelJ separated shove~ a reei.ti•e· coaponent ot a 

few hundred ohm•• thia is lllUcb lese thaft R • 
!DOD 

approxi11111tion R2 is mucb 811&llu than R 
!DOD 

Uains the. 
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R:. - ~:l. + 1<ol.~ [l - w•(.c.,+ c.,._)<:.-, 1<" R1:] 

+ (-x «>6s) w [ R.., (c.,+ c..,.) +-1?Ic.;_) • ,,_,;'l.c, c 3 ""Rv ~r 1(_.\-\ 

- X= - Xo~ [1- w 4 (c., -toe.,.) c.-, 'Rv Rr] 

-[Robs- R.]. 1.,.{ 'R,.(c.,+ <:;a)+ K'r. c.;} 

+ '-' K" l c~ 1?.1: - c,l<~] 

Equations (9) can be solved to give R b and -X b as 
0 s 0 s 

functions ~f R and -X. 

( 9) 

(- ){ )[\- w.,_( c.,+ c..l-) C-s~vl?~:.] +[R •l?.J ~Q?"(c, ~c..,.)+ Rrc.J 

+w3 R"1?; c[c,c3 ~-o"' + C.4 L'-l -+c.;a,.) ~J 



It is instructive to substitute typical numerical 

param~ters into {9) and (10 ) and get a feel for the size of 

the c orrections involved. 'rhe values of the parameters chosen 

for this purpose are RV = cti = 5 me~ohms; c1 = 1.0 pF; 

c2 = c
3 

= 2 pf; c4 = 0.001 pF; ctmon = 10 kohms; frequency f 

is in kc/ s; all impedances in ohms. 

100 

-------------------------

( 10') 

-X[f-0.006.f~ + O.l~:f(R+"R~ + \50.f + t'f3 

t + 0. 0 I 't:f~ +- 't ·10-~f'~< 
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APPENDIX 2 TO CHAPTER 3: 

The Cathode Follower. 

Early in the course or these experiments it became clear 

that a cathode follower ru~ under electrometer conditions (trans

conductance about 100 ~A/volt) waa an unsatisfactory headatage 

device. The gain of the· cathode follower under these conditione 

showed phase shift at higher frequenciea and the response to a 

step function showed marked ringing.. An analysis of the frequenc7· 

response of a cathode- follower was therefore carried out. 

Donaldaoa ( 1958) baa presented the equation· for the 

gain of a cathode follower as a function of (real) 

frequency and Hodgkin· (in Donaldson. 1958) haa given 

the response to an applied step function. Clapp (1949) 

gives a definitive analysis of the high frequeAC7 

behaviour of a cathode· follower but hia analysis is 

most suited to low· source impedances. The treatment here 

is rather more general than those in Donaldson and by 

its identification of the cathode follower equaiion with 

that of the damped galvanometer, permits the u .. of the 

figures and discussion in llarria (1952). 
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Figure 3.4 

The EquiYalent Circuit of the Recordin« Cathode Fo~over 
i . ~ . \ 

Symbols defined and fur-ther d.iecussion in text. V ,is the 

grid to cathode potential. Th~ caittode t~l[dwer ws,8 ;ciuall7 
I 

a pentodl. 



. lG} 

• 



~i~. 3.4 shows the equivalent circuit of the cathode follower 

including source resistance. The gain can be found by the 

standard techniques of circuit analysis (LePa~e & Seeley, 1952) 

and is given below as a function of the complex frequency s 

--

~ is the cathode load resistance 

gm is the mutual conductance of the valve 

c is the capacitative load impedance 
0 

R. is the source resistance 1n 

c is the i!lput capacitance r 

c is the grid to cathode capacitance s 

v is the grid to cathode potential 

At s = jla5 , the hi~hest frequency of interest here. and with 

C = 10 pF the second t e rm of the numerator is very small (that 
s 

i s , all the current through the load is supplied by the valve ) 

and the ~nin becomes 

104 

G-(.s)~ ------~~-~-"'-----------
' + 1~ 'R~ + s['R~c. ·~""( Cs-rc."') +- ~--"Rc."l{K c~ + ?eol_cs-+c.;~lR~f" 



or_ using th• constant a 

' 

A= 1?:.-..~-. j.-C~ + 1?~"' ( '• + C.v-) -i- Co l?~e 

-A -r. . ...J A-..-¥UP 
' 'l'P 

the expre .. ion for the gain beca.ea 

Gr(s) =· 
• 

U-1 

The reepo48e of the cathode follower to a step !unction of applied 

· Pc»tential is foUJlcl bJ takiftgl the. inYerae L:iplaee tranefo.n1 of 

G(a)/a and ilt' !ouncl to be-

A~':j:. 'tU?:. 

. VoutL~) = ef(i 

A,..= 't_UP (c:.4:- wt' ~""~-=- W\) 

Vo..C (t): ~+·D -(1-~t) ej 
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~t~here 

u-' 

fhis is exactly of the form of the response of a damped galvanometer 

to a step excitation. The analysis and discussion givt!n in Harrin 

(1952} 9re then a~plicable. 1n particular the damping constant 1 

is given by 

A _ '~'"" RK R~.,.C.P'-+ "'R~ .. (Cs +C....-)+ Co l'?k . 

-~~~;:::::u=P=-- - ::![co ( c:$ .... c.p) R.~ "R .. ( 'l-'R,. + 1)] 
11
" 

·fhe natural frequenc1 v is 
0 

and the dimensionless frequency variable is 

"'?= t.J -
(darri.s' universal curves are given in terms of these 

parameters. Step function response and associated functions 

are given in Fig.'s 2, j, 4 pp. 56-58. Curves giving 

overshoot as a function of damping are given in Fig.•s 

5 & 7 pp. 61 & 63 an~ Fig. 7, p. 629. Frequency response 

curves are given in Fig.•s 5, 6, 53 on pp. 627, 628, and 750. 
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ftlmost all relevant information about the properties of 
. 

cathode followers can be found with the help of these 

curves ) . 

~he cathode follower when run ~s an electrometer had a 

transconductance of about 100 ~A/volt and a damping constant 

under on~. As predic ted by fig. 2, p. 56 of Harris, the 

respons e·to a step function showed consid~rable ringing. This 

undesired behaviour was removed by increasing the anode current 

of the valve and thus increasing the transconductance to about 

700 ~A/volt. The damping constant was then greater than one 

a nd the cathode follower showed no. ringing. 

rhe input impedance of the cathode follower can be computed 

by short circuiting H. in Fig. 3.4. rhe total ·input 
1n 

capacitance cl is th en the computed capacitance plus cr 

is given by 

V'-"' = V(l + 

where the s ymbols are as before. 

Then Z. is 
1n 

Zc.~ = 

I. is 
1n 

+ 

v . 
~n 



lo8 

The real term in the denominator ia negligible even it carried 

right through the analysis. Then, to a good approximation, 

the inp~t impedance ia purely capacitative and ia given by• 

aa one would expect, 

Adding the shunt capacitance Or' 

total input capacitance 

one baa an expression tor the 

. + C.y-

(The discussion above asSUIIIe• toe cathode follower to. b• 

a linear deYice. At snort times, howner, the cathode of the 

valve cannot !aith!ull1 !ollov the gricl. potattal. Thua, it 

beccmea much easier to drive the grid into a non-linear range of . 
ita characteristic. In other worde, the dyna.ic range ot the 

cathode follower ia severely reduce• at abort times (cr. Val~•J 

& Wallman. 1948). In these experi•enta auch an ettect waa · 

eaailr obsenable with. puleea exeeediJ18 200 aV. Sine• aeaS\ll"eMot .. 

were always ~ade with eignale aueh amaller tb&a this~ no erro~ 

was introduced by non-linear behaviour or th• cathode follower). 
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.1-\H'ENDIX 3 TO CHAPrER ): 

Error Analysis of the Corrections. 

The error in R and -X is determined by the errors in 

the quantities from which they are calculated. The mathematical 

measure of the change in a function produced by an 'error' in 

one of its independent variables is the differential, the 

first term in a Taylor expansion (see Nidder, 1961). ·.,;e assume 

w, ~· R1, and R to be precisely known. 
· mon 

The errors in R 

and -X are then found by taKin~ the differential of the 

expression (9) for R and -X found in Appendix 1: 

dR = ~"R JRo~s -r C)~ d(-Xo~) + aR d.c, - ~C.-XoM) ~ 1?.a.s ~c.. 

+ C> "R clc:. 
a~a ~ + C) 'R dC 

<)C.s 3 

(1) 

The partial derivatives can be calculated from (9) if necessary. 



If the · nwaerical values used in equation (9') or Appendix l 

are used along with the error estimates dC1 = dC
3 

= 0.1 pF; 

dC2 = 0.3 pF; d(-X
0
b

8
) = 100 ohma; dRabs s 500 ohms, the total 

error in R at 10 kc/s i• 

c:l R ::. 7 0 0 o"-.s 

. The. calculation of the. error in -X is more complicated since it 

involves t~e error in a quantity (c4> ·which is itself coaputed · 

from other quantities. In fact the. error in c4 itself is given b7 

d c,. ::. 

where tha par~ial derivatives can be calculated tro. (2) ot th•: 

chapter it' necessary. 

Th• measurement ol C 4 ia mad• under different conditione. 

than that of -x, in particular the sizes ot IL, R b , azacl -X b --I o a o a 

are different. The measureanta ude !or deterainins C 4 are aarkacl: 

with a prim• below to distinguish th .. fro. th& corresponding. 

quantities used in the calculation ol -X. When th• expression 

'110 , 

for the error in c
4 

(2) ia aubat~tuted into the expression for· th• 

error in ·X (equ~tion (1) above), the quantitiea which do not chang•· 



from· one measurement to the other cancel exactly. This is 

becauee the expression for the error in -X caused by the error 

in c4 (n~ely, wRyR1dc
4

) is .exactly the negative of the 

expression !or the rest o! the error in -X. The remaining 

uncancelled error ia then all caused by the change in R b , o a 

+ 

where 

;:, ( -x> --· ~ .. c r 'T:)' _ n 1 - ~ 3f:. ":t ·1'\J:j a 'Rol.s 

ac.-X) 
~(-~.~..) 

= - w'a.(c, + c,.Y\\"v(:-X..~s 'R~ -(-l<.J.;) Tr':r:] 

-G.J I.~~ 1?.~: -"'f?:r '"Ro .. J 
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~ith the same esti~Ates of circuit values and errors this 

gives at 10 kc/s 

d(-'><) = ~60 0~~ 

112 
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APPENDIX 4 TO CHAPTER 3: 

Alternative Metnoue of Parameter Measurement. 

Because of the importance of the measurement _of the stray 

capacitances another method or measuring c1 and c2 was developed. 

·rhe technique was to apply an A.C. signaJ. of different frequencies 

directly to the bath and then. by analyzing the results, 

derive precise values for c
1 

and c
2

• The circuit analyzed is 

shown in Fig. 3.5. The circuit elements defined there correspond 

to those defined in Fig. 3.3 of the main bod1 ot th• chapter. 

The procedure used is the sue aa that used in deriYing the 

basic artifact equation. rhe observed transfer function ·r is 

{E b is measured instead. of E b - E
0

. in order to Keep the 
0 s 0.. . . 

height of the phase angle ellip·se approxi111atel1 equal to ita 

breadth, thus ensuring mer~ accurate measurementa). Another 

equation can be deriyed b1 setting th• sum of the currents at 

the recording junction equal to zero, neslecting the b&tb 

electrode impedance 
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Figure 3.5 

An Alternati•e Set•up tor Measuring soJe Stray C&p&citaneea . 
I p . 

E b W&a alwaya, and E usuallJ connect~4 to a bAthode follower 

b:t:re being led to th: amplifier. nu!~~er disbL~ioft ~J · text. 
L"· 
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Thes~ equations may be solved simultaneoualJ to give expreasioDa 

!or A and B in terms of c1 and c2 ; or they may be solved to 

give c1 and c
2 

in terms of A and B: 

A= 

---------------.... 

1 v AL
13
A -I}] · C .. , :: - B + -- -

• w~y 

' . 
An error analysis like those in Appendix 3 gives th~ result 



Mith the same circuit values as used in Appendix 3, these become 

at 10 kc/s 

clc,.::. ,., 7 ;. \ a-•"-J.A + 'i.s-· to-•3(-J.S) 1 f·-4· 
.L c.. .2- • 1. 3 ·to-'' cLA .... 1. 7 · 1 o-" cL rs 

( ca \ (.~ 1. t..l. 5-•..- c..,= l·to-'~F· 
.) Ca.' ?.• to·•'t=) 

In other worda a two per cent error in the measurement of 

A and B produces s maxiswa error of about 10 per cent in the 

calculated values o! c1 and c2• Meaaurementa made b1 this method 

showed the expected acatter in the calculated valuea of c1 and c2 

and so the simpler techniques deacribe4 in the text were used. 

11?'· 



Chapter 4. 

RESULTS 

Description. 

The impedance loci showed considerable variation and will be 

discussed in three groupe. 

The first group of fibres (fibres l - 1 in Table l) had 

impedance loci like those shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. The 

hollov cirelea are the raw experimental data. The filled 
• 

circlea represent the impedance of the fibre itself, deter~ned 

from the raw data b7 applyin~ th• corrections for capacitative 

artifact discuaseG in Chapter 3. The frequeDCJ a~ which the 

im~dance measurements were JDade ia sbOWD near s011e of the point•• 

The frequenc7 of the other points can eaail7 be found since 
. 

measurements were taken at conatant intervals of los frequenc7, 

· each frequency being 1.4? ti•ea the previous one. The· solidl 
. . 

45°· line through the origin is shown since an1 model. of the 

distributed adaittance which includes a capacitaace directly 

acroaa ita terminals will approach this line at high trequeneiea. 

The measurements at either extreme of frequencTare 

subject to error. At high frequencies the observed (i.e. 

uncorrected) phase tends to be close to 90°. As diaouased in 
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Figures 4.1 ~ 4.2 
\~ - ~ 

Plots ofli~edance of Single Crab Muscle Fibres 

A: A plot of phase angle against log frequency. The filled circl~s represent 

obserYAtions corrected for eapgcitatiYe artifact. The solid line is the 

'beet' fit of th~ two tim~ constant, distributed resistance eod•l. The 

dotted line is the theoretical curve fitted b7 e7e for the one time 

constant, distributed resistance eodel. 

B: Imped~nce locus, a plot or re&ctance again~t resistance. Tbe hollo~ circles 

represent observations uncorrected for stray capacitance; the filled 

circles, observations eorrected tor stra1 capacitance. The solid line . . 
i 

is the theoretical eurve of the tva time eonstsnt, distributed resiatanee 

~d~l. The dotte~ line is the theoretical eurv~ tor th• one time constant. 

distributed resistance model. The eumbera near aome 9oiats represent the 

frequ~nc1 &t Vhieh those •easureaente vere made. 

Fig. 4.1 is the plot o! the impedance of fibre 1, Table 1; fig. 4.2 is the 

plot of fibre 4, Table 1. 

.... ..... 
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Chapte~ 3, errors in. phase measurement b7 Lissajous figures 

0 increase rapidly at phase angles near 90 • Another source of 

error at bigb frequencies is caused by systematic error in the 

correctiona. for capacitative artifact. This error amounta to 

less than ~ koha ia botb reaiatance and reactanc• even· at the 

highest frequenciea (see Appendix 3, Chapter 3). Low frequency 

meaaure11enta are subject to a different source of error. As 

showll' io: a later section of thia chapter aom• crab !ihrea shov 

an. Wlequivocal low frequency dispersion;- that is, there ar• 

two IDilXilla in the impedance locua. one occ:urriq at ver, lov 

frequencies;. belov .. ,.~ 10 c/a., T!a presence of this lov trequenc7· 

d.ispersioll ia. ~~~askecl iza: ..oat. fibres, but ita effect. JDil7 be aeen· 

in the:. deviation of rea~tance anct phaa• fro .. the theoretical 

curve• at low !requeneiea:. ia al.Jioat- all: caaee·the obaenecl . . 
. . 

~inta ~1~ a~ove the theoretica~. curve~ The preaeac• of theae. 

difficultiea at eithe~ extr~- ot frequenc7 ruled out th• uae Q~ 

the lov anct: higb. fhquenq: plot• give11 in Fal.k & Fatt (1964). 

The soli <I line in each. impedance· plot represents the. . -
theoretic•l curve !or th• diatributecl reaiatanc•.- tvOt tiae. 

constant 110del (Fig. 2.6). The cune waa . fitted .vith a. digital 

computer aa described in.. Chapter z. The dotted Une ia. th• 

theoretical curve, fitted. b7 e7e, tor the distributed resistance, 
' 

one time constant model (Fig. 2.4). Reference to Figures 2.3 

and 2.5 sbows ·that the models without distributed resistance tail 



to fit the observe<L locua: theJ· approach the 45°. line .. through: 

the origin at high frequency and thus neither intersect the 

real axis at a finite value nor show a downward bend at higll 

frequencies • . 

Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 &lao include plots of phase angle 

againat log !requericJ. Onl~ the pointa correct•~ for 

capacitative artifact ar.e shown. The eolld line repreeenta the 
. 

theoretlcal curve !or the· two time conatant, distributed 
. . 

reeiatance aodel' tba dotted line, .the curve !oi the one· time· 

constant distributed. resistance model. The phaae plot ahowa.a 

trend down~da at !requenciea above· 400· e/a in oa• eaa•• 

100 c/ a in the other. Oo the oth_. hand, IIOdela or fibre 

admittance without diatributed resistance have·pbaae plots 

vhicb never decresae. with frequencT (aaaWiiDI' u · admittance made 

up of only . reaiatora and capacitors). a .. J.. ~ru;/ e ;f,'-J ef ( e.c:t -+f 
~ f> 'ftF' &'4J • t ,. Lli'C ~..:+ . 

Second Group of Fibrea ... 

Fig· • . 4·.J shove the impedanc• locua of em• of the tvo- fibrea 

ot the second. group. Thia locus is qualitativelj- different froe 

those ahowa in Fig. 4 .. 1 and 4.2: the locu. is nett to approach th• 

45° line through the origin at frequencies. above 100 c/a, and the· 
. 

magnitude or tne impedanc• becomes very small abo•• 1 'vl/s • 

• The solid line represents the theoretical curve for a ai•ple cable 
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Figure 4-~ 

The I•pedance Locus or a 'Simple Cable• Fibre 

The hollow circles are points uncorrected !or eapacitatiTe artifact; the 

tilled circles are points corrected tor eapacitatiTe artifact. The solid 

line is the theoretical curTe for the simple cable model. The fibre whose 

impedance piot is given here is ·ribre 2, gr·oup 2, Table 1. The numbers -
~ ~ 

near some points represent the rrequeac1 at which tbe ·measurement vas taken. 
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(se• Fig. Z.J).. lhe tit achieved vith more complicated aodels 

ot the fibre admittance is no better than that o! the simple 

model. 

Third Grou; ot Fibres. 

Theae fibree all had low input resiatancea and ao record• 

taken at higher frequencies w•re swaape4 bt· the capacitative. 

artifact and are not shown here. ~t low trequenciea,. however• a 

second dispersion in the impedance loeua could clearl7 be seen. 

Fig. 4.4 showa the low trequeacr i~pedance locua of one of the 

three fibres which unequivocally ahoweG thia behaYiour. 

There waa no indi~ation that these tibrea were abnoraal. 

Their resting potentials were aatiafactOZOT ( ayer 60 mV) ancl they· 

ahowed Do aign of diasectioD damage eYeD after bei~ kepi ia the 

cold ror man7 boura.. The · inpu~ reaiataneea aeea low becau .. 

impedanc.t measure111enta over the· whole frequenc7 raqe wer• onlJ· 

poaaible on fibres with particularl7 higa inpu~ reaietancea. 

Thus, the fibres in· group• one and two- bad IIUcb bigher input 

reaiatancea thaD moat ot th• tibrea exaained. 

-

Errore AriaiD§ tra. the Neglect ot ThrH I>i•enaional Spread of Curren~~i 

A. potentiallr aeriows aou.rce of error is the distortion or 

the impedance locus cauaed'by th• aaau.ptioD of purel7 one · 
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Fi~e 4.4 

tapedanee Plot of Low Frequene1 Meaaureeents on a Fib~e of Group }. 
,,. 

Note the dieeontinui ty in the abeisaa• The frequeney at vhieh some 

of the measurements were made ie shown near _,the appropriate pointe. 
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climenaional flow or current. 'l'be solution to tha probl .. of 

three dimensional flow of current around a cylinder with a 

hign impedance coating, the current being. applied troa a 

point source just under tha coating, can be found trom the 

solution to a similar problea in Caralaw &. Jaeger (1959) 

(Falk & Fatt, 1964)·. (See Appendix l ot thia chapter for a 

discussion ot the solution). The solutio.D showa that· the three 

dimensioaal spr,ad of curr~nt produces aa. additional reaiatance 

cauaed,. b7 the convergence ot current ne~ a point.: aourc•-. There · 

is alao • saall effect on the reactaace at the hisbeat t~equenciea. 

For electrode spacing of the order of half a tibr• radi~· 

(about 4o,L) the Mill effect of the three· dimensional.. apreacl of 

current is to produc• u almost constat shift to the ript ot 

th~ impedance locua ot about 1 koha. The effect oa the reactance 

is to produce all upwarcl di.splac ... ni! ot the impedance locua at. 

high frequenciea ol about. 0.5 koUa• · Neithe.r- ol tbeae' fillU'ea 

qualitativelT• althouglt that do lead. to aorae· error iA th• 

estill&te or the ai&e· ot th• cHatribute4 reai•tance. Indeed, 

the effect on the reac:tanc• is ill. the wrons. directioa to explaiD 

the downward bend ia th• impedance loc:ua at bigb freque~ciea. 

Ir our electrodes had been much cloaer together, howeYer, the 

effects would be appreciable. It the electrodee were 16p apart, 

for instance. the diaplace .. nt in reaiatance would be about 

6 4ohma. For tbia reaaon, the electrodea vere kept about 4~ 

apar~·. in theae ex'Periaenta. 
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Another piece of evidence suggesting that the high-

frequency resistance is not caused by three dimensional spread 

of current is the large size of the infinite frequency 

resistance (R = 13.8 kohms) in one fibre (fibre 3, in the 
(.[) 

tables ) . The electrodes would have had to be less than 10~ 

apart (instead of the observed 40~) to explain this displacement. 

It is unlikely that the electrode separation was over-

estimated by this amount. Indeed. because of the dimpling of 
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the fibr~ membrane caused by the insertion of relatively large ~. 1 
'-.. '1,~ 1.,,..,,-_5 lt:;l.e I'" "c;~""''-"" 0 {- :::..'-e.f.-t-., ?~ ... r •vi"-('"- ~ t<:>_ e/-€c\7'd 4.€51 

microelectrodes'~ the electrode separation was probably under-

estimated. 

Tn two fibres, however, (numbers 6 and 7 in the tables) 

the high-frequency resistance was small enough so that the 

possibility that it w~s caused by three dimensional effects 

could not be ruled ou~. 

~quivalent Circuits of the Muscle Fibre Distributed Admittance. 

It is clear from the small size of the three dimensional 

corrections and from the shape of the impedance loci of the 

fibres of the first group that any equivalent circuit chosen 

must include a resistance in series with all the capacitance (a 

distributed resistance). Furthermore, since the fit achieved 

with the model containing two capacitances is much better than 

the fit of the model containing only one, the circuit must 



contain at least two independen~ capacitances. The presence 

or 3till more independent cspacitances cannot be ruled out 

but the accuracy of our measurements is not sufficient to 

warrant their inclusion: the fit achieved uaing three capacit-

ances is hardly better than that achieved with two. There are, 

however, many equivalent circuits which have two capacitances, 

both in series with resistance, and a resistive shunt. Th• 

choice among these muat be made on the baaia of anato•ical 

data about.. the structure of the auaele fibre. Further diacuaaioo 

or the choice oi equivalent circuits ia left until Chapter 5· 

The second group of fibres bacl impedance loci with no 

sign of either a distributed reaiataoce or two time conatanta. 

They could be tit by the s~ple cable model as ahown in Fig. 4.3. 

No equivalent circuit coul4 be foUAd tor the third 

group or !ibrea since illpedanc• measureMn•• oyer a wide 

frequencT rang• ver .. not available. It ia clear. however, that. 

the equivalent circuit. nat. contaiA a. large capacitance to 

explain the low-frequenc7· diaperaion. There ia no evidence 

here aa to whether two additional capacitance• are neceaaar7 to 

explain the high-frequency behaviour ·Of thea• fibre•~ 

Evaluation or Circ.uit Purametera. 

The circuit parameters determined bf the computer fit 

' of the theoretical curve ot the two time constant, distributed 
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CIHCUIT VALUES RLFEHRED TO OUTER SuRFACE AREA. 

1'Ai3LE 2 ~ . 
Expt. & Genus ?l c ... c c c R R R e m e 2 m 2 b 2 m 2 e 2 

(~) (~F/cm2 ) (~F/em ) (~F/cm ) (ohm-em ) (ohm-em ) (ohm-em ) 

3 Portunus 743 36 24 12 21 128 52 

5 Carcinus 750 108 91 17 5.1 129 14 

6 Carcinus 851 150 122 28 --- 146 6.1 

7 Carcinus 935 75 50 25 0.16 113 13.2 



CIRCUIT VALUES OF TIJO TIME CONSrANT, DISTRIBUT I::D Rr:SI,STANCE MODEL . 

TABLE 1 
2a1 

Expt. & Genus H. R c /c rrl_r rb/rm c + c 2a or( l.n (J) m e . e m e 
(l{ohms) (kohms) (x 10-2) r· 2a2 (~-~oF/megohm) 

"Group 1: (fl) 

1 Portunus 30.1 3.91 1.23 4.50 1.73 1.77 (365) 

2 Portunus 2).7 2.84 0.67 13.5 1.48 4.34 (192) 

3 Fortunus 36.6 1~.8 0.49 2.44 16.5 1.00 87· 

4 Carcinus 18.5 2.76 0.74 10.6 2.28 8.60 ( 198) 

( 122 
5 Carcinus 28.0 5.50 0.19 8.96 3.95 4.62 

81. 

6 Carcinus 23.4 --- 0.23 23.9 --- 9.96 116 .. 

7 Carcinus 11.7 0.44 0.52 . 8.56 1.38 16.5 172 

Group 2: 

1 . Carcinus 20.7 --- --- --- --- 16.1 (167) 

2 Carcinus 15.5 --- --- --- --- 33.6 ( 182) 
• calculated; not a measured diameter ( ) enclose measured diameters which could not be checked ..... 

for agreement with internal resistivity at 11 •58 ohm-em VI 
VI 



re·eistllnce nsodel vere rb/r
11

, r,lre' c./c
8

, and c
8
/r1• 

(Symbols and model are defined in Chapter 2 and shown in 

Fig. 2.6). The values obtained are shovn in Table 1. RiD 

and R are the resistance obee~ed at zero and infinite 
(J) 

rrequenc7, respectiYely. Th• second sroup .. ·of !ibrea in 

Table 1 are those which the aiaple cable model (Fig. 3, 

Chapter 2) ~eecribed adequatel7. 

Parameters for a unit length of fibre can be .fouad if 
• 

one additional quantity, the d.c. sp&ce .conetant 

is known. In four. of tbe seYen fibrea o~ group one the space 
• 

• 
conat~nt waa succeaatullr determined. In the· other fibrea lo .. 

or resting potential anci resistance upoD removal of the llicro-

electrode made. an accurate' detenain&tion illpoaaible·. The 

failure to deterlline m.ore valuea of the apace• constant waa nat 

considered aerioua aince the main object ot the investigation . 

waa to determine the equivalent circuit or· single crab .u.cle 

fibres, and having don .. that, theA parametu•· r. lr. , r,/'1 ; . b' .. e. 

and crJI'c
8

• 

Knovledge ot a further parameter (the· fibre radiua'a' 

or the internal reaiatiYtty B1) allova the parameters to be 

referred· t ·o the surface area of a cylinder of given shape and 



size. The surface area so assumed certainly does not correspond 

to the actual surf::1ce area of crab muscle fibres because of the 

deep clefts formed by gross infoldin~ of the surface membrane 

( Peachey & Huxley. 1964 ) . ~ince t he amount of this infolding 

is li~ely t o be ~u1te variable, considerable scatter in the size 

of p ..~ rarneters reft:n~ed to t rw equivalent cylindrical surface 

area is to be expected. Ji~nificance should be attached only to 

the orJer of magnitude of these surf~ce p~rameters. 

i~f.cause t!'"le measurement of 'di~meter' is subject to 

cons1derable error even 1f a ~a~pin~ procedw·e is used (see 

i-'r ocedure, Chapter 3: Eethods) and because the sur face 

parameters de~end on the cube of the diameter (see (2) below), 

another ~rocedure, depend1ng on an assumed value for R. , 
1 

(Fa tt & i'~atz, 1951; Falk & Fatt, 1964) was used here. If a 

value for the internal resi s tivity R. were known, a value for 
l 

the fibre r3dius'a'could be c~lculated (assuming the fibre to be 

a circular cylinder). 

The value R. = 58 ohm-em was taken from Atwood (1963) . 
l 

(1) 

1 f the 

~alculated radius was in reasonable a greement with the observed 

Jiau.eter, the fiore was a . 0umed to b~ a circular cylinder and 

tne surf~ c e parameters calculated from 
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Rb= i1T'ao! 1( .. Ce.= R~ c • • 
Rc.. ~~,.a.-- rc: 

R"' 
l(b 

Crt\= c. c - c;. e (2) - .tiL 
r"" 

Re 
n .. -- r-.. . r~ -·-rwn re-

' ' I r the calculated. value tor the fibre racliua a wae not.. in 

reasonable agreement vith th• observed diaaeter; the cylinder 

vas aaauaecl to be. ell.iptical. One axia a1 waa taken to be the 

observed 'di ... ter', tb• other a2 waa calaulatecl froa the for•l&. 

a.": 

The two values are indicated in Table l ia brackets, th• aaterik 

marking tb• cpmputed valu•• The aurface paraaetera. were theD 

calculated bJ" 

. c. 
n 

R'fft. '"R~, C .... 
CCLI (.U la.t~ 
e&.$ l~ <:a). 



where~ is the circumference of the ellipse and is given by 

T' = Lt a. [ ( rn) 

where E(m) is a complete elliptic integral ot the second kind · 

expressed as a function of the parameter m (Abr&mowitz & 

Stegun, 1964). In two cases (mark~d with an asterik in T&ble 1) 

no reliable measurements of fibre diameter were made. In these 

cases the fibre was assumed to be a circular cylinder and the 

radius and surface parameters were calculated from (l) and (2) 

above. The surface parameters calculated by the above procedure 

are listed in Table 2. 

It is valuable to include in the average of the surface 

parameters the three fibres for ·~hich 7\ and thus the other 

surface parameters were not determined. The procedure for 

doing this, developed by Falk & Fatt (1964), depends on ~he 

assumption that C :ind R are independent of the fibre radius. m m 

Equat1ons ( 2 ) then imply that c~ri varies &s a3 and R10 I 

varies as .-3/ 2 so \c~r~) 113 and Rin-213 vary with the first 

\ I 
pawer of a. By averar,ing the cube root of c~ri and u~ing 

I \ I the averae e values of em ce and a, averar,e values of Cm and 

C were obtained: 
e 

C == 40.2 ~F/cm2 e (seven fibres) 
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procedure: 

R ::1 1?6 ohrl-cas2 
Ill 

Th• weighting procedure resulted in an increase in the a~rage 

val~• of tbe reeiatancee and a decreaae in the •••rage value 

of .th• capacitance•. 

The· tranaieat responae ot the muacle fibre to a step 

current vaa determined in & t•w ca..e. Th• off reapon•• to 

s Mlall hyperpoluizing pulae ia ahovn in. Figure. 4.5. 

Idlp~duc• meaauresenta ver• not aucceaafull.J coaapleted t'r011 thia 

!ibre. Current va• diapla1•d on· one trac• and potential on 

the other. 'l'l2e· reco¥-da ahoVJt ue the eupel"position of aeYeral 

sweepa. T~• record8howa an initial steep rise of potentia~ 

followed. bt a alow rise. Although the tiM conatant' of the 

steep rise ia short enougb so that the capacitative artifact 

caused significant distortion, the initial rtae ~aa probablJ 

produced in large measure b7 the distributed resistance. The 

t~o tim• conatanta ot ~oat of the fibres examined ~•r• cloae 

enough .o tha\ no obvious deYiatioQ froa tne rise giveQ by . 
one time conetan\ would b• expecte~ after tbe initial ph .... 

Becauae ot the inherent inabilit1 ot transient response &nalJsi• 

to diatinguieh betveen approximatel1 equal time conatante 
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Fig 4.5 

Transient Response of Single Crab Muscle Fibre 

Tracing of the off response to a small hyperpolarizing pulse of current. 

Current is displayed on the upper trace, potential on the lower. The tracing 

was taken from a record consisting of several superimposed sweeps. 
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(La~czc•• 1957' P• 272-279) and because of the considerable~ 

mathematical difficulties, no theoretical curves !or transient 

response have beeD worked out. 



Appendix 1 of Chapter. 4 

The Three Oimenaional Flow of Current. 

The problear of the three diaensioual flow ot current 

around a cylinder with a thin high impedance coating inYolvea 

the solution or Laplace's equatioD with the boundar} condition 

that there be no discontinuity in the noraal coaponent of 

current at the surface. The aolution discussed here baa. been 

~resented by Fa~& Fatt (1964) and. ia derive4 froa the 

solution to the problee ot an instantaneous point source. ot · 

heat with analagoua geometry · and boundarJ conditione (Carslaw 

& Jaeser, 1959~ equatioa 7, p.}78). The· external mediua 

is taun to be iaopotential. The 11ethoda for convertins the 

solut~on of the instantaneous heat problea to that ot the 

corresponding steady- state proble• are alao gi Yen in Caralav. 

and Jaeger; ( P•· 422). All anal.apaa· and perhaps aimplu 11ethocl 

of deriving the steacl7 atate, reapona~ ia to use th• auper-

position theoreaand lind the intesral 

-t' 

I i Wt jf l-t) clt 
t'_,. 0 

0 

where f(t) ia the solution to the instantaneous proble~ found 

in Carslaw & Jaege~. The integration can be performed after a 



si11ple change o! variables., If the electrical, paraaeters 

corresponding to the analasoua heat paruetera are substituted, 

the solution is 

wher• thtt sourc .. 1• takeJII to· be>· jut under the surface. ol 

the c7linder-. at. ucJ.• 0° arut x.· .- 01 'D' uawae• .o~ integral 

values. ucl 

6 i& tba:. eircuaterntiaL auplar c~dinate of tbe point 

at which. potentiaL ia aeaa~ed ... . 

x ia the distance; along- th• fibre axi~ ( th• a.xJ.al. co-
• 7 

ordinate) of the point at;. vhicsllt potential 1a ateuured. 

r 1 ia the internal reeiatint~ ot the fibr.- ilt ou./llllit lusth • . 

l' ia tha paraaeter:- govern1ng che spatial. clecre•nt · ot 

potentiaL aloas- th .. , tibr• uct ia given .. b7 (r 11 )~ viler• 1 ia·· 

the distributed adllittuce ot the: fibre.. For 1r real the 

space conatut aa conventionally detiueclia given b7 i\• l/1. 

14} 

(1) 



For. V c'OaplU!. th• ·tre<luencf de~ud..en~ etfectiT• space- c:onata11t 

· ~f ia given b7 

· since o"Di7 the. real: pal'\' ·o~· Y Pr-oduce• ai'Pati8l.·. de cr-t-
• • • • • ~ r ~ ~ 

· expreaa0111 

(2) 

.,. 411{ --. . . ·, 2' , "'r!f" . ro~ ( K':a} .tee:J;an4 poait.iTe al:l tha root• are poa.itiye real 
' . .... .. . - .. . . . 

• :+ • 

~ muabe~a (~~tao~ 196Z P• 482; Dixoa.,_ 1903)• Sillce the P.'• . 

. : u.! •• 1 th• ~.al part oC 'the· ~.a) IOYft'Jl th• spatial. decrement, 
~ . . 

ot potential, the7· ar• analagoua to recipl'ocal. space coutants • . 

The Mia; difrtc~tT iu ~ng. thi• aO~utioD 1• that .of 

finding the roota sillce the. infinite seri .. (1) conYergea 
. . . 

reaaonabl;J rap~~J' provide<l x is not ·too ..u. It 1· ia takea 

to b~ purel7 real (th• lo~ rrequenc1 c~ae), the root• for 

n • 0 can be touncl directl7 !t-0111 the tabl• ot 

fJ" 0(0.01) :JO 

n = ' { n 16 <
3

' 



StYeR i~ Once (1958). The roots for n • 0 (the -lleat of 

whicA we call the first root) can be found· bJ using the 

relation . 

{4) ---
. . 

Aa lon« as Yl ( 1" a)
2 

• >' ~\ )2 ia quit• aall. all the roots 

except the first vill b .. Yery cloa• to the polea (infinities) 

of ::l,Cp). Since: j,{p) is relatiYel;r indepeadn~ ot 1:' 

in a range near zero •. thesfirat root will be siveo bJ &·Yalue 

of~ cloa• to zero. Mor~ quaDtitatiYelTt it P <0.2, thea 

1.99 < . J~ (p) < 2.00 

· and. it follow• that 
. • ga i (¥&} :& ~ (~) 

8 =· ~ Q; =- «/1'4 

• -- _,c· 
~ j thus~ 

(5) 
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{This trial val\le of ~ can. be· checked ancl improYecl it neeeaaar7· 

b7 subati tutins- directly· ia C4l ) • · In other worct.. the. fir at 

root is- the reciprocal space conatant in 'natural.• ullita. . 

· Subati tution. of thia root into the SUII ( l) show a that: fa~! saal.l 

enousb (I' a) the leadi~ tara of. the j,ntinite aeries ia tbe· 

sam .. aa the linear- cabl• approxiutioa 
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The roots for 1 and therefore- • co11plex (applicable tor 

non-zer.o frequencies) can be- tounci with the help of a table 

ot COtlplex Bessel !unctions ( Lowu, 1947). A good 

approxilllltion to the first root ia again J3 :. 1 a. The ·other 

-roots are very close to the real axis and can be round b7 

finding the real root for the right hand side of ·(2) equal to 

and theD IDOViDS ~ a few degrees of! the real axis. (The 

reason that. this procedur• worka is that for n >> )'l ( .. a)2 

(2) reduces to 

J. I I Q\ : d J"., ({j) 
n\~J- tJP =0 

the roots of which are rea4-(Wataoa, 1962, P• 507). 

The fibre analyzed her• is aaawM_d to have the- character

istics r 1 • 2.5 x 1rP o~ea; R1 •· 50.2 obrc11; 

R 
11 

• 725 ohlt-cm2; a • 8~; high frequenq- capaci tuce 

5 ~F/cm2 •. Theae giv• the- 'observed' characteristic& R , 
0 

the input reaistance~ ··30 kohaa; ./\ , the d.c. apace constant 

~ 2.4 ma; and9 at high frequency (10 kc/s) , -X
0 

• R
0 

• 1 koba; 

• 225~. · All the current at high frequencie• is aaaum.d 
. . 

to be carried. b1 the •••bran• capacitance. In other warda the 

model used for the fibre admittance has no distributed resistance. 



The reault6 then snov whetaer three dimensional •ttects•ar• 

large enough to :na.k• the impedanc& locus of a fibre without 

distributed resiatanc& look like .the impedance locua· ot a 

fibre with distributed resistance. 

The roots for thia case are abovn in Table 1. Table 2 

sho~a the impedanc~ ot the c1linder coaputed for the eati.ated 

electrode~ 4eparation ot x • 0.5a • 4t\'. B and •l and R 
0 0 . 

and -X are the resistance an4 reactance which would b• 

observed in a linear cable i! the electrode aepar&tioo ••r• 

nil or 4~ •. reapect1Yel.7• · Since tb• observed i11pedance waa 

Z :a H + jX, Z 
1 

- Z is a measure ot the error cause4 ·b7 cy 

ignoring the •fCects ot three dimen.tonal. .spread of eurrent. 

The error in the resistance ia aeen to b• quite independent of 

fre~uency. 'rbe error in the reactance is in the vrons direetio~· 

to explain the downvarda benet ill the izapedance locua at hip· 

frequenciee. 
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TABLE 1 

ROOTS OF EQUATION (2) FOR FIBwE DESCRI3ED IN TEXT. 

Low rrequencx 

n 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

High'· !reguencJ 

0 

1 

j:il 

0.034 

1.84 

3-05 

4.20· 

5.31 

6.41. 

?.50· 

0.35 (l+j) 

1.84 + o.Q96j 

(other roote same aa !or low frequenc7 caae) 

~2 

3.84 

4-92 

6.?0 

pr is the rth root in order ot increasing magnitude at a giveR n • . 

Only roots ot significant size are shown. 

Other· symbols defined in text of Appen~. 



TABLE 2 

THREE DIMENSIONAL EFFECTS 

Parameter 

Ja 

R 

-x 

R 
0 

-x 
0 

R CJl 

-x CJl 

R - R cyl 

-x -<-xl CJl 

Lov trequenc7 
· .. 

0.034 

---
3<).00 

---
3().63 

--

High !requeDCT 

0.}56 (1 + j) 

0.84 

0.84 

1.00 

1.00 

1.96 

1.12. 

o.64. 

SJ~~bola •• defined.. in the text of the Appendix; Wlita of all 

impedaJicee are kohaa; cosputed !ro• ( l) aDd (2) ln text !or-

r i • 2;5 x lo5 ohll/cm; a a 8Q1; x • 4Q.t.. 
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Chapter 5 

DISCUSSION 

Relation of Present Observation• to Previoue Findin&•· 

Pr~Yioua stu~~· of the linear electrical propertiea ot 

· crab lluscle (Fatt & Katz, l953a; Atwood, 196~) haYe uaect aquar .. 

pulse (transient) analysia. BecauN' ot the ditticultiea of 

separatin~ time constants of c~parable masnttude vith this 

technique, it ia not ·eurpriaing that previous inYeatisationa. 

did not !ind evidenc•.!or the existence of tvo capacitances. 

The presence of a diattibuted seriea resistance would be YerT 

· ditfic~t to ob~erYe with transient reaponae methode. since th• 

initial. jump produced by th• reaiatance vo\ald. be obacurecl bJ 

capacitative artifact (aee Fig. 4.5). · 

'rhe preeence ot two capaci tancea: in crab IIWicle- can 

explain soa tindinga ·or Fatt. & Katz (l953b) oft the tiae covses:*" 

of junctional potentials alou~ the linea suggested by Falk 

& Fatt (p. 105). 

Relation o! Electrical Parameters to Muscle Structure. 

It is necessary to consider the structure of crab muscle 

!ibrea in order to choose the most likely equivalent circui~ aad 
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!.]>.la tes 1 & 2 

~l•etron Mierographa ~r Muscle Fibre of Carcinus 

(~late ~ ahowa in • .tr.ansYerse oriented .aeetion -one of' the int'old•d 

eurtaces which form tlefta (cl). 1'he .alelt'phous eaterial 

..surrounding the fibre {am) can alec be aeen. 

··l'late ~· .alJso a trana'terael1 ar1ented ••ction, ~owa • c1eft ( cl) 

filled With UOrpbOU8 a&teri•l and 'eU'COtub•a branchi~ orr 

the cleft at the Z Urte ( tz) ant! at tbe A.I bou~~ ( ta) ~ ~be 

eareotub~s at the AI boundary !an d,Jada {ely) with el•enta 

or the longitudinal reticulum. 

The bar 1n each plate represents ~. Soth •lectrol'l aicrovapba · 

Jlere kindl.Y supplied by L. · Peachey and A.F. Bwcley. 
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to identify the structures responsible for the dittereat circui~ 

parametBrs. 

The basic features of crab muscle structure as shown in 

Plates 1 and 2 are described in PeacheJ & Huxle7 (1964). The 

muscle fibres or Carcinus maenaa have deep clefts formed b7 

gross infolding of the fibre surf3ce. Two tJPea of tubular 

infoldings of the plasaa membrane extend fro. both these cletta 

and the outer surface. One set of the tubules ia associated 

with the Z linea and seems to have no direct connection witb 

excitation-co~traction coupling. The other set ot tubules ia 

associated with the A-I junctions, forma 'dJadic' elements with 

part of the longitudinal reticulul .. and is implicated in 

ex~itation-contraction coupling (see also Huxle1 and Tajlor, 1958). 

An amorphous material surrounds the fibre and filla the clefta. 

The equivalent circuit which ·one might expect from au~ 

a structure ia shown in Fig. 5.1. This circuit is simplified' ia 

that the impedance ot the two seta of tubules have been lumped 

together into one resistance and capacitance. furtheraore, all 

the structures associated with the infolded eurfacea are assumed 

to be in series with the same resistance; in other words ae a 

first approximation the distributed nature or these impedances 

has been ignored. This approximation is necessary because ot 

the considerable complication introduced into the circuit analysis 

if these impedances are traated as distributed. 

The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5.1 is divided into 

two parts; the impedance of the structures associated.. with th• 
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Figure 5.1 

'Complete' Equivalent Circuit Based on Anatomy of Crab Muscle Fib~ee 

Symbols defined in fi~ure and text. Impedance of Z line and A band 

sarcotubular systems lumped together •. 
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outer surface of the fibre and the impedance of the structures 

associ~ted with the infolded surfaces of the clefts. The 

impedance arising from the outer surface in turn has two 

components: the impedance of the plasma membrane (R , C ) in m m 

series with the resistance of the surrounding amorphous material 

(Hb); and the impedance of the tubular walls (R , C ) in ce e 

series with the resistance Re arising from the resistivity of 

the m~terial in the tubules. Similarly, the impedance 

3Ssociated with the infolded surfaces of the clefts is 

' ' divided into a plasma membrane part (R , C ) and a tubular . m m 
' ' part (R , ~ , and C ). Here, however, both membrane and ce e e 

tubular part are in series with the resistance of the amorphous 
t 

material filling the clefts (Rb ). 

The equivalent circuit just described has four time 

constants (natural frequencies). Our results do not have the 

accuracy necessary to resolve this many time constants if they 

are all of the same order of magnitude. If they are not of 

the same ma~nitude it is quite likely that some would lie outside 

the frequency range examined. It is possible that the observed 

low frequency dispersion could be produced by one of the 

capacitances shown in Fig. 5.1. It is more likely, however, 

that this dispersion arises from some diffusion process since 

the specific capacitance necessary to explain the low natural 

frequency of this dispersion ~ould be very large (see the 

discussion of C in Fatt, l9b4J. 
X 
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It is thua necessary to try to work out which or the 

capacitances shown in Fig. 5.1 is likel7 to produce th• 

observed impedance locus. There are two possibilities. first, 

it could be argued that the area of the infolded surface ie eo 

large that the impedance observed ia cauaed ·almoat entirely b1 

• • 
the pri•ed elements R , C , etc. (In other warda becauae of · e a 

the relative surface areas C
8 

and C~ would be verJ mucb smaller 

than their primed counterparts and their contributioa to the 

observed impedance would be too small to have been obaerYed.) 

In that caae the equivalent circuit ia ae shown in Fig. 5.2A 

(with prime• omitted}. 

It is more likely, however, that the capacitances 

associated with the outer surface are not negligible with 

respect to the capacitances associated with the cle!te. In 

that case the beet procedure ia probably to luap all the pla~ 

membrane impedance into one set ot paraaetera and all the 

158. 

tubular impedance into anotb4r. The resulting eq~ivaleut circuit 

is shown in Fig. 5.2B. 

Both circuits shown in Fig. 5.2 contain more thaa the. 

minimwa number of circuit elements necessary to deterain• th•ir 

impedance function. They are called non-minimua resistance 

circuits. In each case one of the resistive paths acroea the 

entire circuit is redundant. No info~tion concerning redundant 

parameters can be derived from impedance meaaure.enta made fros 

on11 one set of terminals (one port) ot a circuit. I! impedance 
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Figure 5.2 

Simplified Non-minimum Resistance Equivalent Circuits 

Symbol8 and diaeuasion in text. 



A 

Tubules 

B 

("'-........ -
Tubules Plasma membrane 



measurements from another port of the ci~cuit were made (!or 

instance, transverse impedance measurements), a value of the 

redundant parameter might be derived. In the absence of aucb 

information our procedure will be to ignore the shunt R on . ce 

the tubular capacitance. (A similar problem arises in the 

e•aluation ot the equivalent circuit ot single fros muscle 

fibres; see Falk & Fatt, 1964). The equation ~iving the 

paraseters ot the full circuits abovn in Fig. 5.2-...in terma of 

obsened circuit parameter a and a known valu• of R are gi Yen ce 

in Chapter 2: Theory. 

It the redundant parueter is eliarinated, the equivalent 

circuits become those sboWD in Fig. 5.3. The circuit paraaetera 

in Fig. 5.3A are the average values computed in Chapter 4: 

Results. The other circuit values haye beea derived fros thee• 

using the equivalence relations deri•ed in Chapter 21 TheorJ. 

(Aa discussed in Chapter Z there is an essential ambigyitJ 

in the synthesis of a circuit like that shown in Fig. 3B since 

161 

the shunt may be placed on either the large or the small capacitanc~~ 

we have chosen to ignore the shunt on · ~he tubular capacitance 

and, assuming the tubular capacitance to be larger than the plasma 

, membrane capacitance, have placed the shunt on the smaller 

capacitance. It the m .. brane shunt resistance were ignored and 

the shunt placed entirel7 across the tubular capacitance, the 

2· circuit values would work out to be ~ • 10.8 ohm-c• , 

2 C • 8.0 ~1/cm ; R s 
·• e 

c: • . • · 58.3 ~Y/ca2) A 
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Figure 5.3 

'Final' Equivalent C1rcuits 

Discussion in text. Numbers in parentheses are the 

average circuit values !or each model. 



A 

em (19) 

8 

~ (6.9) 

Re (1?) 

:::::::;=== c.. ( 40] 

===~· (47li 

Units or resistances are ohm-cm2-; units or capacitances, ~F/ca2 •. 



The size of the tvo capacitance• in either of the two 

equivalent circuits is consistent with the hypothesia that the 

capacitances arise from the dielectric properties of the cell 

membranes. The high specific values when referred to the 

surface area of a cylinder reduce to the right order of ma!ftitud• 

(aroun4 2 ~F/ca2 ) if estimates are made or the surface area of 

tne clefts and tubulea (Peachey, personal communication). 

Peachey's estimates of the relative surface areas of outer and 

infolded surfaces support our choice of the circuit abOWD in 

Fig. 5.3B aa being the more realistic. 

Either or these modela can explain the vide Tariation of 

the size of the parameters obserTed since the size of the 

parameters would primarily reflect the amount ot infolding, a 

property which ia likely to vary considerably fro. fibre to fibre. 
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